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In many ways.
crossroads.

the

as a

Alpha Sigma

Fraternity's mission of Brotherhood;
family; In Alpha, Sigma and Phi

Phi is at

a

pool of potential new members is
dwindling. The composition ot college populations
is changing. American society is fragmented.
Yet undergraduate chapters are increasing in
size and number. More alumni are participating in
the Fratemity at a variety of levels. And for the
first time in the history of Alpha Sigma Phi, Alpha
Kappa Pi or Phi Pi Phi, we enjoy a sizable
endowment that makes planning the future
The

direction of

our

brotherhood do-able, not wishful

thinking.
taking office at the National Convention
August, 1990, Grand Senior President Charles
J Vohs, Penn State '75 has steered Alpha
Sigma Phi on a course designed to bring Alpha
Sigma Phi back to its roots and create a new
legacy for our future.
A strategic planning conference in January,
1991, brought together undergraduates, alumni.
Grand Council members, Fraternity staff and
Since

in

.

Educational Foundation board members for a
critical examination of the state of Alpha Sigma
Phi, its mission in today's society, and its ability to
meet members' needs in the future.

"For the first time in our history because of
gift of Howard L. Kleinoeder,
�

the generous

Washington '35, Omega '90 the Fraternity's
income outstrips our level of service," Vohs says.
"This has given us an opportunity to look at the
mission of the Fraternity and determine the needs
of our members and set priorities."
Seven key areas were identified as needing
�

close examination and ad hoc committees

were

formed to

study how each relates to the general
mission of Alpha Sigma Phi. The committees
included: Scholarship; Provinces and Volunteers;
Service; Expansion; National Alumni Programs;
Sesquicentennial Anniversary; and. Housing,
For almost 10 months, some fifty alumni and
undergraduate members participated in forming
recommendations from each committee. Final

reports
"We

were

presented this past August.

carefully explored

our

credo To Better The

Ivlan' and what relevance it has

today," GSP Vohs
explains. "Several dynamics have impact on what
we are trying to accomplish. The ad hoc
committees were charged with examining how
external pressures such as campus environment
and social changes affect our mission; and how
internal issues like the diverse nature of

our

undergraduate membership and alumni needs
influence our mission. Our goal was to
recommend how Alpha Sigma Phi can best
respond."

There is little doubt that

college and university
rapidly changing. More minority students
traditionally non-fratemity members are
enrolling; freshman classes are shrinking;
community colleges are becoming more popular
for the first two years; and, student populations
are gradually aging.
But there are even greater dynamics that GSP
Vohs and committee members recognized as
having tremendous impact on the role that Alpha
Sigma Phi can play in the future.
More than 40% of today's undergraduates
come from families that have experienced marital
divorce or separation. Studies have shown that
entering freshmen frequently have little
meaningful adult interaction that takes place
before arriving on campus. Much of their social
values and judgment are being formed by
observing their peers.
Vohs sees this as an opportunity for Alpha
Sigma Phi to return to its base roots and deal
life is

�

�

with the whole

man.

"We're like any other fraternity in that we have
social and responsible behavior policies in place,"
he says. 'We all know why problems exist. But
can't just develop policies and try to enforce

we

(please

tum to page

2)
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Refining Alpha Sig
(continued from page 1)

them like

sense

police force. That's

a

Fraternity is about.
"Alpha Sigma Phi

build

not what

a

family.

And

we can

offer

lot more to our brothers in terms of personal
growth, values, morals, ethics and standards.
Our diverse membership gives us the opportunity

to encourage open debate and discussion about

lifestyles. And, at the
same time, create an environment
particularly
for undergraduates^that fosters a code by which
backgrounds

and

�

to live.

a

are

firm foundation upon which to
successful adult life."
a

key to accomplish this goal of
development and atmosphere of

character

is the intensive, extensive

lifelong family

with all interests. Alumni who

can

"Our greatest

charge as a fratemity is to help
people into dedicated, productive members
of society. People who are not afraid of
commitment and who have the confidence to

expose

undergraduate members to different ideas and
perceptions and guide them to understand how
to deal in the real world.

Alpha Sigma Phi's successful future depends
alumni becoming involved at the chapter,
province and national levels.

successfully interact with other people at all
levels of society."
In short. Alpha Sigma Phi is moving back to
the basics of Fratemity membership. And forward
to a point where diversity and differences are
accepted

and the human needs of individual

members

are

National

met.

Advisory

formed from the

Committees have been

seven

ad hoc committees that

took part in the

strategic planning process
and are now charged with
development of policies and programming that
will guide Alpha Sigma Phi to its refined mission.
"We can really give an undergraduate member
a well-rounded experience so that when he
leaves school," Vohs says,"he will have a strong

Fratemity

And with each other.
"If

we are

truly

a

brotherhood for life," GSP

Vohs says, "then we need to be tuned into the
concerns and needs of our alumni members as

well."

but for ideas, and interests, and time.
"Alpha Sigma Phi is taking a pro-active

leadership

role in the

area

of character

revival in

April
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Advisory Committees were
a year-long
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process for Alpha Sigma Phi. Each is charged
with developing policy and programs that help
create an atmosphere of personal development
and interaction among undergraduate and alumni
result of

as

formalizing five-year plans
Here's

a
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synopsis
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(Editor's Note: Brother Hoffman is a frequent
contributing reporter for The Tomahawk. He
is Marketing Writer and Consultant for
Hoffman Marketing Communications in
Jacksonville, FL.)

maintained its commitment to academic
achievement. This role is being expanded with
provision for faculty and community

scholarships

to brothers and

encouragement

of increased attendance at national and

province meetings. An additional $1 million in
endowment to fund these efforts is planned.
Provinces and Volunteers The old province
system has served Alpha Sigma Phi for years,
but there is
create

a

more

need to revise its structure to

direct

chapter integration,

better

management capabilities of the system, and
programming aimed at the personal growth
and

development of undergraduate brothers.
With recognition of the fraternity's
role in the greater community, there is
consideration to adopt a national philanthropy
and encourage direct involvement
by
undergraduate chapters. A national position
statement is being developed.
Service

�

Expansion Growth goals and a formalized
growth management process are important to
the fratemity's health. This committee will
review expansion plans and policies and
develop new ways to market Alpha Sigma Phi.
Of particular interest is maintaining a Chapter
Leadership Consultant ratio of one for every 20
undergraduate groups.
National Alumni Programs Alumni
involvement is key to many of Alpha Sigma
Phi's goals. Expanded involvement is planned
through better programming and recognition.
�

�

long

�

Production Coordinator
Colleen Gardner

�

advisory committees established;
Develop five year strategic plans

members. The committees

Member. College Fratemrty Editors Association
The Tomahatwk is the oldest college fraternity publication.
It first appeared in Novemt>er 1847 at Yale College and
continued until ttie college suspended It in 1852. Since its

a good
reputation as being a socially responsible
organization that provides positive leadership to
our undergraduate members. But together as a
family undergraduates and alumni alike we
have a lot of strength to draw upon. We can
confront our weaknesses and respond to them in
a responsible manner
while capitalizing on our
strengths. Our alumni can play the most
important role in accomplishing that."
The Grand Council is working hard to ensure
that planning and implementing the goals of
Alpha Sigma Phi's future is a process of inclusion
with every member's input welcomed.
"We're a strong organization," GSP Vohs says.
"Our growth will continue. This planning
process and involving our members in
implementation will ensure that we'll continue to
grow at rate unprecedented in our history."
Growth as a family. In Alpha, Sigma and Phi.D
Jeffrey R. Hoffman,

National

Seven National

An Educational Journal
Vol. 90. No 2
Winter 1992

formation," Vohs says. "We already have

�

By mid-1992, the Fraternity's professional staff
will expand to include a Director of Alumni
Services. And more opportunities for alumni
participation and networking will be created.
And while funding the mission of Alpfia Sigma
Phi will continue to be a priority, alumni
participation is being sought not only for dollars

formed

THE TOMAHAWK

family
�

involvement of alumni. Alumni at all levels;

on

form

for the

of self and

But the
is

a

different

Brotherhood: We

The Grand Council recommended that the

Educational Foundation fund a position of
Director of Alumni Sen/ices. The position will
be activated

July 1, 1992.
Housing Housing resource manuals and
development of a national housing steering
committee are goals of this committee. The
committee has recommended hiring a staff
member to direct housing efforts and to work
more closely with the National Interfraternity
Conference to develop a collective approach to
housing.
Sesquicentennial Anniversary Alpha
Sigma Phi is 150 years old in 1995. Official
commemoration and a history of Alpha Sigma
�

�

Phi

are

planned.

D

Ralph F. Burns,
Wesleyan '32, to our
45,000 alumni and you'll
likely hear "Mr Alpha Sig!"
Mention

heads committee
alumni programs

Spisak
on

Ohio

Brother Burns is shown here

addressing the Columbus,
Ohio gathering lor our 146th
Anniversary Celebration of
Founders' Day, Shown at left
is Brother William F. (Biff)

Alpha Sigma Phi to the majority of our
45,000 alumni and they're more than likely to
recall only a few good times while in college.
Mention

The Tomahawk and

money.
Stuart A.

change

an

occasional solicitation for

Matthews, Marshall '65,

Spisak,

organizer of

Westminster '78 wants to

all that.

Featured

"Far too many alumni do not participate in
Fraternity activities or feel there is no place for

all

pledged to
Spisak has

be

�

co-

along

speaker for

the

event was Brother Damon F.

�

their involvement," he says. "It's time that we
create an environment that encourages what

this event

with Brother Mark A.
Williams, Rio Grande '79

Asbury, Ohio State '61
currently Superintendent of
the Worthington. Ohio School
System.
.

we

brothers for life."

by the Grand Council
Alpha Sigma Phi's permanent
National Committee on Alumni Programs. And
it's a committee that is charged with mapping out
an aggressive program for alumni development
and involvement during the next five years.
"Our primary goal is to provide substantial
as

been named

chairman of

reason

for alumni to become involved in the

Fratemity. Not only to assist with the growth and
development of undergraduate chapters, but to
interact with each other and individually benefit
from continued involvement, Spisak says.
That's no small challenge. And it hasn't been
approached lightly.
The National Committee on Alumni Programs
is an outgrowth of the ad hoc committee on
alumni formed in the September, 1990 longrange strategic plartning retreat held by Alpha
Sigma Phi's Grand Council. Permanent status
was granted to the committee more than one

*To establish and to promote opportunities for
involvement in the Fraternity.

'

year later after it identified increased alumni
participation as vital to the continued health of
the

Fratemity.
Spisak points out that while the committee's
goals appear fundamental, all aspects of alumni
involvement

considered.

were

what's in it
answer the question
Fraternity and what's in it for the alumni,"
he said. "Developing realistic goals wasn't easy.
Our mission is to perpetuate the continued sense
of belonging and personal fulfillment for brothers
of Alpha Sigma Phi. I believe the key is personal
"We had to

�

for the

fulfillment. That's what makes involvement
worthwhile."
Three basic

goals

have carried from ad hoc

permanent National Committee
and guide development of the committee's
committee to the

objectives for the

next five years. These

*To instill in brothers

a sense

of

goals
lifelong

are:

belonging.

L.G. Balfour: AI^'s official

*To

strengthen communications

within the

Spisak says his committee is already making
difference in shaping Alpha Sigma Phi's future.

a

"We believed that two issues needed to be

immediately,"

recommended that

a

he says. "First, we
position be created

staff

specific responsibility for alumni affairs. And
second, that we begin developing active alumni
while they are undergraduate members. Both are
now underway."
The Grand Council has recommended hiring a
Director of Alumni Services and anticipates filling
the position by July 1 1992.
An updated alumni section for To Better The
Man, Alpha Sigma Phi's membership manual,
and alumni certificates for graduating seniors are
scheduled for completion during the coming
with

,

months.

"Instilling in undergraduates the importance
lifelong commitment and fulfillment of
Fraternity membership is one of the best ways to
ensure that we produce active alumni in our
future," Spisak says. "That's why we need to do a
better job of educating our members early. Plus,
it's important to give alumni status a special
meaning. That's why we're recommending that
graduation and other membership milestones be
formally recognized."
of

�

�

jeweler

a

throughout the brotherhood.
are designed not only to help

Both initiatives

Alpha Sigma Phi
alumni

target interested

better

but to detect what alumni desire from

�

continued involvement.
And therein lies the

biggest challenge, Spisak

indicates.

"Alumni

are

the

Fraternity's

best resources," he

says. "We need to create attractive programs that
meet the needs of the membership and devise a
way that matches a brother's interest or
capabilities to a certain level of involvement."
Better alumni events

planning, chapter

involvement, alumni clubs, career networking and
a speakers bureau are all part of the committee's

aspiring programs. The intent of each is to
engender and foster Alpha Sigma Phi's
philosophy of lifelong brotherhood.
"Our Fraternity has always been one of
inclusion not exclusion. We want to develop
programs in which all brothers can share," Spisak
says. And by starting at the undergraduate level,
we believe that the long-range health of the
Fraternity will be strong and vital to our
membership."
Spisak doesn't see the committee ever
disbanding. Instead he believes that it should
grow in importance as Alpha Sigma Phi grows
and support the efforts and goals ot our
Fraternity in our fragmented society.
"Bettering ourselves and our Fraternity
�

�

�

You will find the official Alpha Sigma Phi jewelry by Balfour insert included in this issue of The
Tomahawk. L.G. Balfour Company has been endorsed as official jewelers for A2* for more than 75

years.
Balfour

five-year

time and talent survey of alumni
members and a special brochure that identifies
include

volunteer needs

brotherhood.

addressed

The Alumni Relations Committee's

goals

�

doesn't end," he says. 'There is
efforts To Better The Man."

no

end in

our

on Alumni Programs
input from alumni and
undergraduates on how to keep the Alpha Sigma
Phi experience alive through life. Input can be
sent in care of the committee to Fraternity
D
Headquarters.
Jeffrey R. Hoffman,

The National Committee

welcomes all ideas and

enjoys

an

outstanding reputation and is noted
on their quality and service.

for their absolute

guarantee and full lifetime

warranty. You may rely

In addition to the merchandise included on the insert, Balfour also is the manufacturer and supplier
Alpha Sigma Phi Badge. Unlike other merchandise from Balfour, the Badge must be ordered

of the

directly through Fratemity Headquarters.

�

N.C. State '76
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From The

Tommy Archives
the ten Delta Beta Xi award winners� among

From time to time The Tomahawk will take a look back at
of the interesting features done by previous editors.
This is the first ot that series,
some

these
a

were

John M. Coffee, Washington '15,
from Portland, Maitiand

Congressman

McKenzie, California '22, and W. A. Pittenger,

February

1917

The administration of
B.

Yale '53,

Sprague,

article

was on

Chapter at

Harvard '11 also
,

college president

was

Fratemity

member of

Congress.

Homer

(ettef

featured. An inside

CditiM

TOMAHAWK

"daughter" Sigma
Kentucky, an

the installation of

the

University of
faculty members

institution of 100

and "over 900

stated to be first time the
had crossed the "Mason and Dixon's

males." This

a

was

ITITllUn

4 ^trk. Si,,., pu

:

if erence

line."
it,'' On-rtlTT Miliri

In the "Hellenica" section was advice to "Get
that the chapter can help as well as

some men

�

that

n lo

h^Jif �r^a�

�AtKIT-t

help the chapter" from The
Record. Sigma Alpha Epsilon. "Why are
upperclassmen overlooked? We have never yet
some

can

ovo,

llKir

�>;

twhioe, iMtJitlt

t)een able to learn of any reasonable and

satisfactory explanation of the actual fact that
they are. Some chapters say it would violate
custom and tradition. How silly such a custom

he ik]

ferriw T^riiriik.vbr'j
Anilhcr MUW m^.
I*! I lujitrr wiZi

lOV^lV^

�-

''^<nHl

or

9W

tradition is! There must be, and are all the time,
men who are developing and growing in the
course of their progress from one class to the

Winter 1982
special edition banner headline reported
major capital campaign since the

The

next and who while in the lower class did not

show up with qualities attractive to the fraternity
chapter, yet later attain them all" from The Scroll

that the first

of Phi Delta Theta.

announced

Our editorial section commended the official
organ of Epsilon Chapter, The Epsilon News.

were-:

Memorial Fund

"^%

The editorial went on to state, '1he advantages
accruing from a well-conducted chapter organ
obvious that it is to be hoped these
publications will become more general in our
fraternity." The new Sister Pin, stated to be a

are so

miniature of

badge

was

our

enamel shield of the official

available for distribution.

chapter wrap-up feature, entitled the
Mystic Circle, listed numerous interesting facts
from the chapters. These included standard
meeting night and time and location for visiting
brothers to assemble along with reports of past
and future chapter activities. Interestingly, all 18
chapters of the frate nity. Alpha through Sigma,
submitted lengthy reports for inclusion. As was
The

custom, individual member alumni

news was

provided as well as reports of engagement and
marriages. Also included was news from the

The

cover

and feature

story

featured
was a

tribute to

Philip

Boeing Aircraft. On the frontispiece, was
Benjamin F. Young, Ohio Wesleyan '13,
member of the Grand Council and

one

Tomahawk trustees. Announcement

4

Newly installed Grand Senior President
Raymond E. Glos, Illinois '22, was featured on
the cover celebrating the dedication of Alpha Pi
Chapter's new chapter house at Purdue
University. Gamma Phi Chapter at Eastern
Michigan, a former chapter of Alpha Gamma
Upsilon, was installed. The Alpha Gamma
Upsilon Memorial Award was established to be
awarded annually to the chapter having achieved
the greatest degree of progress in the fields of
chapter management, membership and service.
Brother Arthur S. Flemming, Ohio Wesleyan

President at the

1 942

G. Johnson, Washington '14. a
member of the Grantj Council and President of
Brother

1967

'24, former president of his alma mater.
Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare, and

Alumni Councils.

February

January

new

of three

was

made of

Council

as
on

the

University of Oregon was
incoming leader of the National

Churches,

The official

Alpha Sigma Phi necktie was being
offered for $3.23, an Alpha Sig rocker chair with
arms for $28.00 and the official
gold filled Badge
for $8.75, It was noted that you can now design
and build
for

a new 50 man fratemity chapter
approximately $250,000.

was

founded in 1946

the 'Third

was

The

goals
chapter leadership
consultant program, expand the national
educational conference, improve regional
leadership workshops, create leadership director
position, endow opportunities to learn and teach
and increase scholar support.
The Northem Michigan chapter hosted Brother
Vincent Price, Yale '30, who performed on the

house

to

as

strengthen

Founding."

the

campus.
The quiz

department requested the names of
Alpha Sig chapters who were once part
of another fraternity, other than those merged
with Alpha Sigma Phi.
Alpha Theta Chapter at Missouri was set to
the three

�

move

into "the Castle."

Delta Beta Xi award winners included James I.
W. Kutz, California
'67: and James R. Hammond, Washington '66.

Reid, Missouri '36; Robert
Two

chapters

added to the

fraternity's
Alpha Rho. New Jersey
Institute of Technology, and Nu, University of
California-Berkeley, rejoining the Old Gal, after
D
periods of darkness,
were

rolls with the addition of

Our heroes!!! AS<I> Volunteers!!!
The true heroes of

Alpha Sigma

Phi

are

Advisors: John F. Doane, California '36;

the

who volunteer their time away from home
and family to serve the Fraternity. Our strength
men

J. Michael Marriner, California '82.

Province I

Alpha

Zeta

Chapter

tribute to volunteerism, our strength
tomorrow depends on it! The winter issue of The

University of California at Los Angeles
Grand Chapter Advisors: James M. Cordi,

Tomahawk will carry the "Volunteer Census" of
Phi on an annual basis. If you are

U.C.L.A. '64; Donald L. Durward, U.C.L.A. '62.
Alumni Corporation/Association President:

today

is

a

Alpha Sigma

not listed, and should be, let
not

listed, and want to be,

us

see

know! If you

Jeffrey

are

W.

Gaver, U.C.L.A. '85. Alumni Board

and Advisors: Donald L. Dunward, U.C.L.A. '62.

top of Page 9!

The Grand Council

Grand Senior President:

Province

Charles J. Vohs
Penn State '75

Grand Junior President:

Dr. Dennis R. Parks
Baldwin-Wallace '72

Grand

Secretary:

Robert G. Cabello
Eastern

Michigan

Grand Treasurer:

Stan G. Thurston

Grand Marshal:

Dr

'70

Iowa State '66

Grand Councilor:

G.

Larry
Spees
Ohio Wesleyan '57
Kevin J.

Garvey

Westminster '75

Grand Councilor:

Mark D. Still

Washington

'75

Grand Historian:

Robert W. Kutz

Grand

Alan M. Breedlove

California '67

Chaplain:

Penn State '77
National Committee Chairs

Membership Expansion:

William F. Matthews

Undergraduate Housing:

John B. Gibson

Marshall '65
Indiana '85

Alumni

Programs:

Stuart A.

Spisak

Westminster '78

PROVINCE I
Grand Province Chief: Mark R. Arend,
Washington '81
Mu

Chapter

University of Washington
Grand Chapter Advisor: Robert B. Strecker,
Washington '78. Alumni Association Chairman
of the Board: Mark D. Still, Washington '75.
Alumni Association Board Members: Blake

Hoefer, Washington '78; Robert B. Strecker,
Washington '78; Jack M, Merrill, Washington '39;
Brian Reid, Washington '77; John Clearman,
Washington '56. House Corporation Board
President: W. Chris Oppfelt, Washington '77.
House Corporation Board Members: Jack M.
Merrill, Washignton '39; Steven J. Hawkins,
Washington '77; Jeffrey D. Cleator, Washington
'85; Richard Detjen, Washington '56; Tor-Jan
Ronhovde, Washington '75; Scott G. Kuhn,
Washington '76.
Psi

Chapter

Oregon State University
Grand Chapter Advisor: Timothy E. Winn,
Oregon State '80. Alumni Corporation/

Provinces and Volunteers:

Larry D. Philippi
Bowling Green '76

Scholarship:

Mark A. Williams

Oregon

Rio Grande '79

John J. Gardner,

Association President: William H. Kanable,
State '80. Alumni Board and Advisors:
State '76.

Alan M. Breedlove

Service:

Editor:

Indiana '84.

University of Illinois
Chapter Advisor: Charles McCaffrey,
Illinois '82. Faculty Advisor: Debe Williams.
Alumni Corporation /Association President:
Phillip R. Lamkin, Illinois '72. Alumni Board and
Advisors: Martin J. Dynes, Illinois '82; Kenneth
Grand

Builta, Illinois '82; Robert J. Jensen, Illinois
'74; David R. Fines, Illinois '82; Scott Walthius,
Illinois '75; Stephen A. Vranek, Illinois '74; Patrick
R.

J.

Roxworthy,

Illinois '73; Eric D. Griffith, Illinois

'82.

Robert J. Shaw

Charles A. Walker, Iowa State '50. Alumni Board
and Advisors: J. Stewart Swanson, Iowa State
'74; Thomas J. Beebe, Iowa State '86; Todd

Robert W. Kutz

Maiellaro, Iowa State '87; Scott E. Olson, Iowa
State '65; Mark J. King, Jowa State '85; Jack M.
Wharton, Iowa State '65; Harold A. Swanson,
Nebraska '48; Stan G. Thurston, Iowa State '66;
Scott E. Olson II, Iowa State '89.

American '54

Stan G. Thurston, Iowa State '66
Alfred B. Wise, Baldwin-Wallace '43

Reporters for The Tomahawk
Tyler Cox/Alumni News, Wake

Jeff Hoffman, N.C. State '78
Eric Jacobson, Michigan '74

Hinkley,

Chapter

American '88

Richard R. Gibbs, Oklahoma '51
Robert A. Sandercox, Bethany '51

J.

Eta

University
Chapter Advisors: Thomas J. Beebe,
Iowa State '86; Mark J. King, Iowa State '85.
Alumni Corporation/Association President:

Educational Foundation Trustees
Robert E. Miller, Connecticut '49, Chairman

Cerny,

Freeman, Illinois '85; John V. Kim, Illinois '86;
Thomas R.

Grand

California '67

Milton

Assistant Grand Province Chiefs: Stewart A.

Chapter
Iowa State

Province II

Sesquicentennial Anniversary:
George B. Trubow
Honorary Chair:
Michigan '53
Ceremonies Chair:

McCaffrey,

Illinois '82.

Phi

Penn State '77

History

Oregon

PROVINCE III
Grand Province Chief: Charles A.

Alpha

PROVINCE II
Grand Province Chief: Larry D.
Green '76
Nu

Forest '75

Philippi, Bowling

Chapter

University of California, Berkeley
Alumni Corporation/Association President:
Garrett Riegg, Califomia '66. Alumni Board and

Theta

Chapter

University of Missouri
Grand Chapter Advisor: Christopher J. Rausch,
Missouri '80. Alumni Corporation/Association
President: David A. Lamping, Missouri '82.
Alumni Board and Advisors: Douglas J. Baum,

(please

tum to page

6)
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Ocdfi 'TferKi^'''
(continued

Missoun '83; James S Reid. Tulane '68.

Grand

Alpha Omicron Chapter
Missouri Valley College

'79.

Technology

Webb. Alumni

Chapter Advisor: Dirk C. Vause, Indiana
Faculty Advisor: Dennis S. Matuch, Illinois

Tech '83. Alumni

Chapter Advisor: Larry Stockman,
Missouri Valley '90.

Grand

Corporation/Association
Scotty, Illinois Tech '74.

President: J. Neale

Alumni Board and Advisors: Donald W. Cassil,
Illinois Tech '73; John K. Grosspietsch, Illinois

Alpha PI Chapter
Purdue University

Tech '75.

Chapter Advisor: Luther M. Hays,
Faculty Advisor: Roger Maickel.
Alumni Corporation/Association President:
Gregory A. Sinise, Purdue '70.
Alumni Board and Advisors: Gary J. Atkinson,
Purdue '73; James A. Hirschinger, Purdue '51 ;
Gregory E. Pflum, Purdue '88; James H. Skaggs,
Purdue '60; Gregory A. Schweikher, Purdue '78;

Grand

Beta Omicron

Purdue '55.

Tri-State

Robert N. Sum, Purdue '52; Daniel A.
VanOverberghe, Purdue '85; William S.

Yarger,

Purdue '52; Randall E. Yount, Purdue '75.
Gamma Chi

Ohio Northern '73

Alpha XI Chapter
Illinois Institute of

Irom page 5)

Chapter

Indiana

Advisor: Dr. Daniell

President: Andrew Sands Parker V, Miami '84.
Alumni Board and Advisors: Peter B. Nilsson,
Miami '86.
Gamma Omicron

Chapter

Tulane

University
Alumni Corporation/Association
Timothy C. Freeh, Tulane '70

President:

Chapter

University
Grand Chapter Advisor: Michael 0. Pedue,
Tri-State '82. Faculty Advisor: William Walter.
Alumni

Faculty

Corporation/Association

Corporation/Association

Province VI

President: F.

'

Terry Thomasson, Tri-State 53. Alumni Board
and Advisors: Terry L. Carter, Tri-State '59.
Beta Rho

Chapter

University of Toledo
Grand Chapter Advisors: Gregory T. Fretti,
Toledo '81; Edwin J. Nagle III, Toledo '81. Alumni
Corporation/Association President: Edwin J.
Nagle 111, Toledo '81. Alumni Board and
Advisors: Gary A. Beddoes, Toledo '81 ; Chris

University
Grand Chapter Advisor: Michael C. DeWeese,
Indiana '87. Faculty Advisor: Charles F.

Jurek, Toledo '81.

Newmann, Indiana '67. Alumni

PROVINCE VI

Gamma Zeta

Grand Province Chief: Mark A. Williams, Rio
Grande '79.
Assistant Grand Province Chief:

Jump, Indiana '77; Mark L. English, Indiana
71; John B. Gibson, Indiana '85.

Bowling
University
Chapter Advisors: William A. Cameron,
Bowling Green '50; Edward G. Leedom, Bowling
Green '86. Faculty Advisor: Ronald Partin,
Bowling Green '66. Alumni Corporation/

Delta Omicron

Ctiapter
Illinois State University

Association President: Thomas N. Gilmore 11,

Grdnd

Grand

Chapter Advisor: Robert L. Denny,
Faculty Advisor: Arthur Freyman.
Alumni Corporation/Alumni President: John

Advisors:

American '49.

Green '85; Kenneth M. Shafer,
'86.

Corporation/Association

President: Thomas L.

Brown, Indiana '75. Alumni Board and
Advisors: S. Todd Hittinger, Indiana '74; Brian
W.

Grand

Bowling

W. Drummond II. Illinois State '88. Alumni Board
and Advisors: Michael W.

Chapter
Green State

Cacioppo,

Illinois

State '88.

Delta

Green '86. Alumni Board and

Christopher

L. Parsons,

Bowling
Bowling Green

Loyola University of Chicago
Chapter Advisor: Michael P. Heneghan,
Loyola '68. Alumni Corporation/Association
President: Cari E. Moore, Jr., Loyola '86.
Alumni Board and Advisors: Michael P.

Heneghan, Loyola

L.

Delta

Chapter
Marietta College

Chapter

Advisors:

Stephen

E. Littler,

Marietta '65; Jeffrey D. Welch, Marietta '74.
Faculty Advisor: Dr. Robert Chase.
Zeta

Chapter
Ohio State

University
Chapter Advisor: Robert A. Wade,
Bowling Green '83. Alumni Corporation/
Association President: Thomas S. Carpenter,
Grand

Alpha Chapter

Grand

Province IV

Jeffrey

Lewis, Rio Grande '77.

'68.

Phi

Kappa Colony
Central Michigan

University
Colony Advisor: Robert G. Cabello, Eastern
Michigan '70. Faculty Advisor: Dr. Robert
Franke

Ohio State '73. Alumni Board and Advisors:
John A. Aman, Jr., Ohio State '81
Beta Gamma

Bethany College
Chapter Advisor: Dr. Larry E. Grimes,
Bethany '61 Alumni Corporation/Association
President: David R. Williams, Bethany '67.
Grand

.

Alumni Board and Advisors: John L. Hoffman,
Bethany '69; Robert A. Sandercox, Bethany '51;
William B. Allen,

Province V

.

Chapter

Beta Delta

Bethany

'59.

Chapter

Marshall

University
Chapter Advisor: Dr. Daniel P. Babb,
Marshall '80. Alumni Corporation/Association

Grand

PROVINCE IV
Grand Province Chief: William J.

Siering,

President: William F Matthews, Marshall '65.

Toledo

Alumni Board and Advisors: Chris Lambert,
Marshall '87,

�80.

Assistant Grand Province Chief: Edward G.

Gamma

Alpha Chapter
Ohio Northern University

Leedom, Bowling Green '86.
Theta

Chapter

University of Michigan
Grand Chapter Advisor: Robert M. Reel, Jr,
Michigan '81. Alumni Corporation/Association
President: David J. Zmyslowski, Michigan '81.
Alumni Board and Advisors: Richard O.

McGee, Michigan '82; Matthew H. Bertelsen,
Michigan '82; Mark M. Vertin, Michigan '78; Carl
J. Kaspari, Michigan '81; Gregory B. Gulliver,
Michigan '84; Geoffrey M. Connell, Michigan '82.

6

Grand

Chapter

Advisors: Jack D. West, Ohio

Northern '69; J. Randy Van Dyne, Ohio Northern
'72. Faculty Advisor: Dr Robert Ward. Alumni

PROVINCE V
Grand Province Chief: Armando J.
Rodriguez,
Jr, Miami '82.
Gamma Theta Chapter

University

of Miami

Grand Chapter Advisor: Bradford A. Thomas,

Corporation/Association President: Ronald D.
Wyss, Ohio Northern '70. Alumni Board and
Advisors: Bradley D. Hays, Ohio Northern '74.
Gamma Delta

Chapter
Davis & Elkins College

Grand

Chapter

Advisor: H. Maxwell

Morgan,

"^en^^'-'-'

Ocvt
Davis & Elkins '52.

Chapter

Advisors:

Philip

J.

Graziani, Davis & Elkins '49. Alumni

Corporation/Association

President:

Ryan

P

Brennan, Davis & Elkins '80. Alumni Board and
Advisors: James A.

Davis & Elkins '83;
David M. Krentz, Davis & Elkins '61.

Gamma Pi

Yeager,

Colony

University of Findlay
Colony Advisors: J. Randy
Northern '72; Robert J.

Van

Dyne, Ohio

Thoma, Findlay '66,

Delta

Epsilon Chapter
University of Rio Grande

Chapter Advisor: Dr. Larry Spees, Ohio
Wesleyan '57. Faculty Advisor: Eari E. Thomas,
Rio Grande '86. Alumni Corporation/
Grand

Association President: Brian W. Neff, Rio
Grande '78. Alumni Board and Advisors: Kevin
J. Honnold, Rio Grande '73; Mark Williams, Rio
Grande '79; Scott A. Soper, Rio Grande '73;

Barton '73; Bernice F Bullard III, Barton '84;
Michael T. Bradsher, Barton '83.

S. Zero, Penn State '78; David E. Jones, Penn
State '83; John G. Heckendorn, Penn State '66;

Delta Zeta

Alan M. Breedlove, Penn State '77; Lawrence P.

Chapter

University of North Carolina, Charlotte
Grand Chapter Advisor: Steven Wangerin,
U.N.C.C. '84. Faculty Advisor: Mike Garcia.
Alumni Corporation/Association President:

Walker, Penn State '85.

John M. Snelsire, U.N.C.C. '85, Alumni Board
and Advisors: Eric S. Jenkins, U.N.C.C. '85;

Westminster '48.

Steven

Corporation/Association President: Stuart A.
Spisak, Westminster '78. Alumni Board and
Advisors: R. Wayne Koehler, Westminster '84;
Jeffrey D. Heintz, Westminster '79; Mark A.
Longietti, Westminster '82; Kevin J. Garvey,

Wangerin, U.N.C.C. '84; Sean W. Toohey,
U.N.C.C, '88; Kevin J. Clayton, U.N.C.C. '89;
Lawrence J. Kuhn, U.N.C.C. '87; Cari
Schuckenbrock, U.N.C.C. "85.
Delta Eta

Chapter
East Carolina University

Grand

Chapter

Advisors:

Craig

T.

Stanley,

East

Carolina '85; Robert E. Beckwith, Jr, East
Carolina '81. Alumni Corporation/Association
President: John C,

Myers,

East Carolina '83.

L. Lewis, Rio Grande '77; S. Daniel Mets,
Rio Grande '86; Matthew E. Lykins, Rio Grande
'81 ; James L. Bahr, Rio Grande '82; Ricardo L.

Alumni Board and Advisors: David R. Moore,

Alonso, Rio Grande '91

Radford

Jeffrey

.

East Carolina '84.
Delta Theta

Faculty

Chapter

University
Advisors: Dr. William R. Kennan,

Radford '90; Dr. Stephen W. Lenhart, Radford
'90. Alumni Corporation/Association

Province VII

President:

Joseph

A.

Romagnoli,

Radford '85.

Alumni Board and Advisors: Richard L.

Tambellini, Radford '83; David W. Zickafoose,
Radford '80; Scott Fisher, Radford '82; Darryl
Levck.

Richard T. Couture,

Group
of South Carolina-Coastal Carolina

University
Faculty Advisor:

Dr. Eric T.

Koepfler,

Toledo '78.

Grand Province Chief: Richard G. Kahler,

III, Barton '84; James

J.

Province VIM

Psi

President:

Gamma Lambda

'59.
Beta Chi

Chapter
American University
Grand

Chapter Advisor: Robert J. Shaw,
Faculty Advisor: Dr. Richard

American '84.

Advisors: Michael Cohen, American '86;
Kenneth Visser, American '80; Kenneth Morton,

Perry Patterson,

Wake Forest

E. Fleenor, Wake Forest '80.

Chapter

College, formally Atlantic Christian
College
Grand Chapter Advisor Emeritus: Dr. Edwin A.
Rasberry, Jr., Barton '58. Grand Chapter
Advisor: Allen R. Stallings, Barton '73. Faculty
Advisor: Tony Tilley. Alumni Corporation/
Association President: Robert E. Gurganus, Jr.,
Barton

Barton '83. Alumni Board and Advisors:
Michael W. Sledge, Barton '83; Allen R. Stallings,

Corporation President:

Michael Noonan, American '86; House
Corporation Advisors: Michael Welnstein,
American '87; Daniel Grabowski, American '87;
Charles Mayo, American '80; Robert Shaw,
American '84; Robert Tucker, American '84.
Chapter

G.

Chapter

Lycoming College
Chapter Advisor: James F. Finkler,
Lycoming '83. Faculty Advisor: Dr. Robert
Larson, Lycoming '85.

Grand

Delta Delta

Corporation/Association
Phillip

Epsilon Chapter

Lehigh University
Faculty Advisor: Philip A. BIythe, Lehigh '85.
Alumni Corporation/Association President:
Lawrence W. Hunter, Lehigh '80. Alumni Board
and Advisors: Charies M. Slinghoff, Jr., Lehigh

Gamma Rho

PROVINCE VIII

Chapter
Wake Forest University
'89. Alumni

Beta

Sternbergh,

.

'64.

Advisor:

Platek, Westminster '87; Thomas D. Pratt,
Westminster '79; G. Alan
Westminster '48.

Mason, Widener '81 Alumni Board and
Advisors: Paul J. Louth, Widener '85.

Alumni Board and Advisors: William L. Prickett,
Presbyterian '62; David S. Veneklasen,

Faculty

Westminster '75; Zane G. Gizzi, Westminster '83;
Daniel D. Herchenroether, Westminster '77; Mark

University
Faculty Advisor: David Womack. Alumni
Corporation/Association President: David

Chapter

Beta Mu

Sternbergh,

Advisor: Zane G.

Widener

Presbyterian College
Grand Chapter Advisor: William L. Prickett,
Presbyterian '62. Faculty Advisor: Mark
Anderson. Alumni Corporation/Association
President: Donald R. Adams, Presbyterian '66.

Presbyterian

Faculty

Gizzi, Westminster '83. Alumni

Gamma Xi

Brown, U.N.C.C.

'86.
Alpha

Advisor: G. Alan

American '86. House

Phi Lambda Interest

Bullard

Chapter

F. Tucker, American '84. Alumni Board and

Chapter

Longwood College
Faculty Advisor: Dr.
Longwood '88.

Radford '82.
Assistant Grand Province Chiefs: Bernice F.

Grand

Bennett. Alumni Association Chairman: Robert

Delta lota

PROVINCE VII

Alpha Nu Chapter
Westminster College

Grand Province Chief: Michael McCann,
Marshall '83.
Assistant Grand Province Chief: Michael W.

Moyer,

Lock Haven '87.

H.

Chapter

Slippery Rock University
Grand Chapter Advisor: Mark A. DiMarzio,
Slippery Rock '84. Faculty Advisor: Dr. James
Laux, Bowling Green '68.
Delta Nu

Chapter

Upsilon Chapter

Lock Haven

Pennsylvania State University
Grand Chapter Advisor: Lawrence P. Walker,
Penn State '85. Alumni Corporation/
Association President: Dr. Douglas E. Collins,

Faculty

Alumni Board and Advisors: James K.

Penn State '64. Alumni Board and Advisors:

Hashimoto, Lock Haven '87.

University

Advisor: Daniel J. Gales, Lock Haven
'88. Alumni Corporation/Association
President: Michael W.

Moyer,

Lock Haven '87.

Dan H. Wise, Penn State '72; Craig R. Snyder,
Penn State '85; Ralph R Brower, Penn State '56;
William H. Klaban, Penn State '50; R. Pat

Vernon; Charies E. Elliott, Penn State '74; Bruce

(please

tum to page

�
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Our heroes!
The volunteers of
Sigma Phi
(continued

from page

Alpha

Charlotte, NC is site
of '92 Leaderstiip

Province X

Conference and
Convention

7)

Consider these remarks from the
evaluations of the 1991 National
Leadership Conference at Penn State

Province IX

University:
"Fantastic!"

PROVINCE X

"The whole conference showed

Grand Province Chief: Dr. Otto Sonder,
American '47

Assistant Grand Province Chief: Eric J. Kirieis,

Plattsburgh

'88

Chapter
Cornell University

Grand Province Chief:

Craig Snyder,

Penn

State '85.
Assistant Grand Province Chief: James
Comerford, N.J.l.T. 84.
Alpha Rho Chapter
New Jersey Institute of

Faculty

Advisor:

Ray

Corporation/Association
De

Bisceglie,

Peter F Cardoza, Cornell '85. Alumni Board

"See you next

"GrrrreatH"

111, Cornell '86; Scott McConnell, Cornell '86; Alan
M. Cohen, Corneir81.

President: Bruce D.

University
Faculty Advisors:
Plattsburgh '88.
Chapter
Hartwick College

Advisor: John A. JanlszewskI,
Stevens Tech '72. Faculty Advisor: Charies L.

Grand

Suffel, Stevens Tech 89. Alumni Corpora

Beta Psi

tion/Association President: Charies M.
Goldfarta, Stevens Tech 75. Alumni Board and

Grand

Grand

Chapter

Advisors: John A. JanlszewskI, Stevens Tech

Beta Theta

Chapter

Rutgers University
Grand Chapter Advisor: Stevan N. Zullo,
Rutgers '79. Faculty Advisor: Dr Bradley D.
Ogilvie, Rutgers '80. Alumni Corporation/
Association President: Stephen C. Cafiero,
Rutgers '78. Alumni Board and Advisors:
Howard W. Kidd, Rutgers '54.
Delta Lambda

Chapter
Stockton State College
Advisors: John H. Luckenbill,
Stockton State '84; Mario V. Rossi, Stockton

Chapter

State '84. Alumni
President:

Garry

Corporation/Association
A. Musto, Stockton State '84.

Delta Mu Chapter
William Paterson

Grand

Chapter

American '47.
Chapter
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

Chapter Advisors:

Chapter

Advisor: Richard McGuire,

William Paterson '88.
Delta PI

Chapter
University of Delaware

Chapter

Advisor:

Ralph

J.

Spagnolo,

Stockton

State '84. Assistant Chapter Advisor: James K.
Hashimoto, Lock Haven '87. Faculty Advisor:
Dr. John

Glutting, Tarkio,

'74.

Epsilon Colony

"

It's comments like these year after year
that prove that Alpha Sigma Phi has one
of the premier annual conferences for

the

setting
come

for

undergraduates

from all parts of the

nation to meet, talk, and form new
friendships. Many brothers reported that

they have made some of their ttest friends
through the National Leadership
Conference & Convention experience.
reasons and many more,
that you will not miss out on what
these brothers experienced last year at

we

Penn State. Plan

now to attend this year's
NATIONAL LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE S,

CONVENTION at the ADAM'S MARK
HOTEL In

Castle, Buffalo '51; Thomas B. Missert, Buffalo
'51; William J. Murphy, Buffalo '50; Mark S.

1992

or

Charlotte, NC

Alpha Sigs

Chapter

University of New York Plattsburgh
Grand Chapter Advisor: Bob C Silverman,
R.PI. '76. Faculty Advisor: Steve Hardstedt, Jr.
Alumni Corporation/Association President:
Charies T CIravolo, Plattsburgh '88. Alumni
�

Board and Advisors: Michael J. Van

Valkenburgh, Plattsburgh '88; John C. Scarbeck,
Plattsburgh '88; Howard J. Alperin, Plattsburgh
'88; Bob C. Silverman, R.PI. '76; Gerald J.
Ricciardi, Plattsburgh '88; Joseph J. LaPierre,
'88.

Colony

State

University of New York�Binghamton
Colony Advisor: David R Twomey,
?

For

from AUGUST S-9,

the VOLUNTEER ALUMNI

CONFERENCE from

Palazzo, Marietta '88.

Comell '57.

I

hope

Association President: Kieran Kreiss, Buffalo
'51. Alumni Board and Advisors: William 6.

Phi Theta

chapter.

For all these

�

Plattsburgh

an experience. I could
imagined how great it's tyeen.
love Alpha Sigma Phi and can't wait to

have

and alumni to

University of New York Buffalo
Colony Advisors: Stephen B. Rogenthien,
Jeffrey M. Ford. Faculty Advisor: Dennis P.
Malone, Buffalo '51. Alumni Corporation/
State

State

year!"

"This has t>een

never

provides

President: David F.

Kaiser, R.P.I. '75. Alumni Board and Advisors:
Donald M, Brailey, R.P.I. '68; James E. Morriss,
R.P.I. '74; Bob C. Silverman, R.P.I. '76; Jerry W.
Lieberman, R.P.I, '77; Robert J. Miers, R.P.I. '70.

Delta XI

College

David J. Garber,

R.PI. '83; Paul Stockert, R.PI. '80. Alumni

Gamma

a

undergraduates and alumni. The
conference consistently provides topnotch educational speakers, presenters,
and workshop facilitators, most of whom
are Alpha Slgsl! The conference also

Advisor: Dr. Otto Sonder,

Corporation/Association

'72.

Grand

Robert Cooke, Eric J. Kirleis,

Beta Xi

Technology

away with

share what I've learned with the rest of my

Chapter

Tufts

N.J.l.T. '82.

Alpha Tau Chapter
Stevens Institute of

President:

and Advisors: Andrew B. Szafran, Cornell '86;
Glenn E. Swanson, Cornell '81; Donald F. Mayer

Beta lota

Technology

Boxer Alumni

came

"

"

Corporation/Association

Alumni

and

why

"I have never had such an impact on my
life. I love Alpha Sigma Phi. Thank you fqr
starting the fire. It will never die.

lota

PROVINCE IX

Alpha Sig Is *1"
"I had a great time
great feeling.

more

August 7-9,

and their families

are

1992. All

welcome!

information, please feel free

to

contact the

Fraternity Headquarters,
B3B, Delaware, OH 43015-0838,

P.O. Box
614/363-1911.

a

Alpha Sigma Phi needs
to fill these critical
advisor positions. We
seek

dedicated
volunteers who

are

willing

to act as role
models and

significantly impact
chapter leadership!
Contact Jeff Owens,
Director of Chapter

Services/Expansion at
614-363-1911 for more
information.

Binghamton

j^gton

Omega Chapter
(The TOMAHAWK does not assume responsibility for the
accuracy of Omega listings. Information from various
sources Js printed as tt is reported to the National
Headquarters for record-keeping purposes. On-going
efforts to locate brothers without mailable addresses
often reveal names of those who have entered Omega.
Some listings therefore are of brothers who have been
deceased for some time, but are included for
informational purposes and In tribute.)

BALDWIN-WALLACE,

IOWA STATE, PHI CHAPTER�Earl M. Walker
Ridge, CO.

'31 Wheat
,

MICHIGAN, THETA CHAPTER�John R. Murray
'40, Boca Raton, FL.
MISSOURI, ALPHA THETA�Seth R
Brandeburg '87, Columbia, MO,

ALPHA MU

MA; Thomas J. Hewitt '72, York, PA; Paul E.
Rankin '23, Highlands, NC; Robert J. Sigel '20,
Narberth, PA.

PRESBYTERIAN, ALPHA PSI CHAPTER�
Michael D. Clayton '78, Ellenwood, GA.
PURDUE, ALPHA PI CHAPTER- -Henry
Christiansen '40, Asheville, NC.

CHAPTER� Robert C. Sommer '49, Winter
Springs, FL.

MOUNT UNION, BETA ALPHA CHAPTER�
David A. Hively '45, Florence, SC.

CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY, NU CHAPTER�
Floyd H. Gibson '15, Fresno, CA; Richard B.
Shelley '28, Englewood, CO; John D.
Steponovich '36, Arcadia, CA.

NEBRASKA, XI CHAPTER� Lloyd W. Jeffries
'29, Grosse Pointe, Ml.

COLORADO, PI CHAPTER�On/ille Beam '35,
Denver, CO; John A. Hanson '37, Englewood,
CO; Paul B. Ritterspach '30, Denver, CO.

Clarisville, OH.

COLUMBIA, LAMBDA CHAPTER�Vincent P.
Biunno '32, Clifton, NJ.

Faught '39, San Antonio, TX; Don E. Grigsby '39,
Mt. Airy, MD; Carlton M. Hicks '23, Salem, OR;

CONNECTICUT, GAMMA GAMMA CHAPTER�
Huriey C. Boazman '48, Boise, ID; Dunlap H.
Slater '52, Riverton, CT; Edward M. Walski '68,

OHIO NORTHERN, GAMMA ALPHA
CHAPTER� J. William Iddings '55, St.

OHIO WESLEYAN, EPSILON CHAPTER�
Charies S. Aldrich '32, Gerry, NY; Courtney L

Charies E. Morrison '25, Santa Barbara, CA;
Robert A. Porlerfield '37, St. Clairsville, OH;
Arthur S. Postle '18, Richmond, IN; Walter R.
Schuele '25, Rocky River, OH; David L. White

Norwich, CT.

'62, Delaware, OH.

HARVARD, BETA CHAPTER�Harrison C. Frost
'25, Golden, CO; Walter P. Rayner '24, Hanwich
Port, MA; J. Hollis Wyman '21, Milbridge, ME.

OREGON STATE, PSI CHAPTER� Elmer C.
Biegel '51, Ashland, OR; Malcolm J. Johnson,
PhD '38, Redmond, OR;

Reginald

F

Tousey '21,

SYRACUSE, ALPHA EPSILON CHAPTER�
Ralph S. Johnson '25, Syracuse, NY; Richard M.
Owen '25, Springfield Ctr., NY.
TOLEDO, BETA RHO CHAPTER� Marvin D.
Gibson '47, Toledo, OH.
TRI-STATE, BETA OMICRON CHAPTER�
Martin A. Livers '50, Franklin, IN; C. E. Shepherd
'42, Cumberland, MD.

TUFTS, BETA IOTA CHAPTER�William H.
Murray '36, Winchester, MA.
WASHINGTON, MU CHAPTER�Wayne S.
Boynton '49, Bainbridge Island, WA; Charies W.
Preppernau '21, Tacoma, WA.
WESTMINSTER, ALPHA NU CHAPTER� Ellis
M. Campbell '39, Jamestown, NY; Robert K.
Himes '40, Meadville, PA; E. R. MacDonald '47,

Raleigh, NC.

Santa Rosa, CA.

ILLINOIS, ETA CHAPTER�William

K.

Lindsay

'28, Santa Ana, CA.

PENNSYLVANIA, OMICRON CHAPTER� Harry
A. Fisk '25, Sarasota, FL.

IOWA, ALPHA BETA CHAPTER� Richard B.
Post '36,

Algona,

IA.

WISCONSIN, KAPPA CHAPTER�George R.
Sullivan '29, Cleveland, OH.
YALE, ALPHA CHAPTER� Marshall E. Baker

PENNSYLVANIA STATE, UPSILON
CHAPTER� Melvin Anderson '39, Tewksbury,

'25, Waltham, MA; Albert C. Thompson '28,

Longwood,

FL.

D
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SIG-POSIUM
Assistance program for Brothers established:

Alpha Sig Connections

Alpha Sigma Phi Fratemity is proud to announce a new program to assist brothers in seeking employment opportunities Mpha
Sig Connections uses the Fratemity Headquarters as a cleannghouse of information for those brothers seeking employment and
those brothers wishing to lill available positions.
Those brothers who have elected lo participate in the program have sent copies ol their resume to Ihe Headquarters, Below is a
listing of"teach ol those brothers with his respective initiation year, school, graduation date, degree and position he is seeking. Any
brother reading The Tomahawk who is interested in finding out more about one
of the )ob candidates can contact the Fraternity Headquarters directly lor a copy of Ihe brother's resume, without obligation. If lurther
informatjon is desired, the alumnus should then contact the brother directly using the information on the resume.
There is no fee for participating or using the program. The Fraternity provides this program as a clearinghouse of information and
makes no recommendations, guarantees, or promises. Brothers wishing to participate in the listings of Alpha Sig Connections should
contact the Headquarters,
Position:

Thad Allen '89

Graduation:

May

B.A. in

Bethany College,

Accounting,

1992

Entry level position in the field of
accounting
Mark J. Bugge
Graduation: Central Michigan University, B.A. in
Business Administration Accounting, May 1992
Position: Entry level accounting
Bradley Jonathan Burpee '89
Graduation: Lycoming College, B.A. in Business
Management, May 1992
Position: Investment banking/sales or marketing
�

John F. Cantreii '89

Graduation: East Carolina

University, Finance,

1992
P.

problem solving position

'91

Graduation: Westminster

May

development

of

University

Position:

Non-profit organization/fundraising

Stephen

Marcinek '88

Graduation:

Computer intelligence

�

and

'89

Graduation: Marietta

College, B.S. Accounting,

development

Oregon State,

1992

planning/organization,
Marc Mongulla '89
Graduation: Widener

Entry level accounting position
Jeffrey
Daugherty '89

May

Graduation: Toledo, B.S.E.E. Electrical

firm

L.

Engineering, specializing

in

or

publicity, event
advertising

University,

Systems Controls,

Engineer

Accounting,

a

public accounting

Position:

Richard T. Ritter '91

Advertising

Graduation: Ohio

or

internship

in

a

is

a

hell of

Stephen

Representative

Elias Fernandez '90

Applied Physics,

Technology,

B S

December 1993

Position: Summer

internship

position in physics or
Roy G. Fuller II '90

or

co-operative
engineering.

mechanical

Graduation: Westminster B.A, Business

Administration, concentrating
Relations, May 1992

in

Position:

Marketing, advertising
Gajarsky '87

Graduation: Stevens Institute of

Management, May

1992

Marketing

Public

Peekskill, NY 10566
Cards

or

public relations

Technology,

MS.

can

be sent to:

Box 400
It has been

CT 06492

long time for all of us. Let's think
back lo the "glory days" of Alpha Sigma Phi
dances. Greek Week, intramurals, spaghetti
dinner, Coonskin, Frank Krebs and on and on.
Let's not forget that he's an Alpha Sig. Please
a

.

Green State

University,

Public Relations, May 1992
Position: Public relations organization

Jeffrey

City Schools

Wallingford,

Mark A. Struhar '88

Bowling

be sent to:

Gaylord Hospital

Graduation: William Paterson College, B.A.
Business Administration, May 1991
Position: Corporate Management
Graduation:

can

1032 Elm Street

Thomas W. Stroffolino '89

Graduation: Illinois Institute of

turn!

Peekskill

Position: Medical/technical writer

University,

B.A,

man!
a

Matthew Moore Trust Fund
c/o Bob Smalt

B.

Position: Sales

Bowling

Green State

a

wondertui wife, Peggy, and four
daughters (age 8-13) and all of the
responsibilities that go along with raising a
family. His church friends, teachers union, and
volunteer fire department are helping him. tt Is

business related

Communication, December 1991

10

tracheotomy tubes he still was able to be the
same witty, wonderful person we all know. He

Donations

Rogenthien
Graduation; University of Buffalo, English (minor
in chemistry). May 1991

Robert

head of black hair and his great smile made me
inadequate. Through his cervical collar and

feel

field

Dunham '88

Graduation:

paralyzed from the
severity of this
accident, he still needs the use of a respirator
for 18-20 hours a day and is fighting off a high
fever and infection. In short, a once physically
vibrant friend is now fighting a serious battle!
His mind is still sharp as a tack! In fact, his full
shoulders down. To add to the

now our

B.A.

Economics, May 1994
Position: Summer

accident has left "Jo-Jo"

beautiful

entry level client services

Wesleyan University,

nor a

Jo-Jo has

Kevin J. Perlmutter '89
Graduation: Indiana University, Business
Marketing, December 1991

Graduation: Toledo, B.S. Electrial Engineering,
specializing in Control, Power and Energy
Conversion, March 1992
Position: Electrical Engineer, technical sales or

management

B.S.

1992

Brian D. DeHaven '89

Ryan

higher education

B.S. Communications,

Position: Staff accountant in

March 1992
Position: Electrical

�

a

Matthew "Jo-Jo" Moore, sustained a severe
injury to his cervical spine. The rugby playing

Sociology,

Position: Public Relations,

Position:

C.

B.A.

June 1989

graphics
Joseph Otis Crone

May

Findlay,

Communications, May 1992

Rutgers University,

Alpha Sigma Phi,

plea for a donation to the "Old
request for a pledge to Morris
Harvey College/University of Charieston (the
latter sounds sooo much better). This letter is
far more important.
On September 14 our friend and brother,
This is not

Theodore R. Kocher
Graduation:

November 4, 1991

Gal ..."

Owen G. McCulloch '86

& M.S.

Engineering

Brothers and encourage

or

managerial

Electrical

Position: R & D

College, B.S. Physics,

Dear Brothers of

Position: Research and

Position: Student

1992

our

you to write.

1992

administration

Technology, BE.
Computer Science,

the editor. We welcome

by

from

hearing

James C. Jones '89

Graduation: Stevens Institute of

May

answered

December 1 991

Coffey

From time to time brothers write to

Headquarters to express the impact Alpha
Sigma Phi has made on their lives. Some
letters have been edited due to space
limitations. All letters are personally

University of Washington,
Business/Marketing, December 1991
Position: Sales (northwest region)

Graduation:

Position: Sales

Bryan

or

T. Gunnar Holmstrom '83

Graduation:

Position:

May

Marketing

^g^

or

B.A.

agency

White '89

Graduation: Iowa State University, B.S.
Journalism and Mass Communication,

May
Position: Corporate relations,
marketing, or
advertising

call

me

Yours
1992

.

.

for further information.

truly,

Pat Amendola

Charieston '65

q

(914-634-5576)

D

THE TOMAHAWK

SIG-POSIUM
PLYMOUTH STATE COLLEGE

concerning reactivation of the Epsilon Chapter
really hit home with me, John, I would like to
meet with you as soon as possible to discuss
reactivation of the chapter and volunteer my

University System ol Hew Hampshire

Plymouth.

New Hampshire 03264-1600

December 4, 1991
Mr John R.

October 25, 1991

The discussions and various remarks

DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC & THEATRE
ol the

services tor the initiation of whatever

Chaney. Editor

steps

necessary to move toward this goal. I hope, for
example, that we will be able to lorm a steering

Dear John:

committee

The Fall '91 Issue ofJUe Tomahawk arrived
this past week and I'm writing to commend you
very fine number The National Leadership
,

on a

Conference must have been Indeed one of the
ever The lead-off article was superb, and

best

the Information

presented In

the rest of the 28

page issue confirmed It. I am delighted to read
that we're to have four publications a year again.
I also will be writing my contribution checks with
a

better

sense

of confidence that money is to be

well spent
The one

professional disappointment 1 had in
reading the coverage was the apparent lack of
much singing at the event. The foto on page 26
was gratifying. My own memories of the three
plus years at Beta XI (Hartwick College) Include
serenading sweethearts of the month (4-part
a cappella singing!), and competing in the
college-wide SInfonIa Sing, for which we even
won first place in competition with other Greek
and independent ensembles. The thrill of male
chorus singing Is unique, as perhaps you're
aware. A pre-dlnner songfest (or post-dinner) at
the Conference could be thrilling and could also
encourage development of more local chapter
singing. (Evin Varner asked me to do a series of
articles In this

area some

that all

Epsilon

brothers will have

point to centralize their efforts at
reactivating Epsilon. I also hope that reactivation
of Epsilon is a very high priority with the national
organization.
It has been 21 years since I graduated from
Ohio Wesleyan. On the 19th after our meeting,
I walked up on the hill as I always do when
returning to Ohio Wesleyan. I went inside our
old fraternity house and couldn't help but feel a
mixture of sadness/disappointment to see our
old fraternity house currently housing Alpha
Tau Omega. I think the time has long passed to
change the situation, reactivate Epsilon Chapter,
and find a suitable housing facility on the Hill for
our fraternity.
I will call shortly to discuss the letter and see if
a meeting would be appropriate.
a

contact

'65

Sincerely and fraternally.

Robert Switt, Hartwick '59
Professor of Music

Chair

4889 Arthur Place

Columbus, OH 43220
October 29, 1991
Mr. John

Chaney

Executive Vice President
Dear John,
I want to thank you and Brother Ralph Burns
for affording me an opportunity to attend the

Alpha Sigma Phi program on October 19. I
enjoyed the brief time that we all spent together
and particulariy enjoyed seeing David Post and
his wife. Dave and I were contemporaries in the
Epsilon Chapter in the 1960s. Dave was excited
enough about the afternoon to drive all the way to
Delaware from Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.

the schedule

together,

outstanding job
following up

an

and

all of the details. John DeRaeve was also a
two of them, they

on

great host, and between the
made

sure

everyone

was

taken

care

of. If there

"Alpha Sig Commendation Medal" they
would both get one.
Friday was mostly a travel day, but our Psi
Chapter hosts were ready for us. There were
brothers and pledges there from all four
Chapters, and as usual, most everybody was up
until the "wee hours" having fun and getting to
was an

know each other.

a

Saturday morning started off with brunch, and
spontaneous magic show. 1 still can't figure out

(UCLA Chapter) tore the dollar bill up,
pulled it out of a fresh
grapefruit. Ben says that magicians never tell
how Ben

then burned it, but then

.

.

guest speaker Saturday

us.
was

Norm

by Bob Kutz
(Grand Historian). Norm's presentation was
exceptional! I think he really left an impression on
the whole group. (I thought he was fantastic!)
Norm spoke up until kick-off for the UW vs.
Berkeley game, and since the Oregon State vs.
UCLA game was at 7:00 p.m. that night, the
meetings were over for the day. Quite a few of
the brothers and pledges got together after the
night game, though.
Sunday started off with a continental breakfast,
and Larry Philippi as our closing speaker. (I'm
sure you know the impact Larry can have on a
group, and just his presence at the Conclave was
a positive influence.) I had to leave for a meeting
in Seattle, but I did leave two letters (with John
DeRaeve) that Chuck Vohs and John Chaney

season.

Epps

For starters, Tom Crino did

putting

Hamilton, who

Richard

Epps
Ohio Wesleyan

you know
"West

�

Coast Conclave" this weekend.

.

In any event, thanks for your great work. I look
forward to future Issues. Have a good holiday

At Law

thought I'd send you a note to let
happened at the Province I & II

I

what

Our

years ago for The

Attorney

Chapter Services/Expansion

Dear Jeff,

their secrets, but he could tell
but then he'd have to kill
us

Sincerely,

Tomahawk..)

Richard M.

Director of

are

THE TOMAHAWK

so

Jeff Owens

introduced

was

November 11, 1991

wrote for me to read to the group. Both letters
were very well written, and I'm sure they served

Dear

as

Headquarters,

Thank you

so

much for your

concern

and

willingness to help your senior brothers. The
fraternity has done so much for me during my
college career, and the "Old Gal" has been there
for me when I've most needed the help. This Is
with no exception.
My only hope Is that In the future, I will be In
a position to give back some of what Alpha
Sigma Phi has given to me and to help other
undergraduates following me.
Again, thank you for your efforts.

excellent

closing

words.

A number of guys mentioned what a good time
they were having throughout the weekend, and
there

was a

little discussion of

Conclave.

(Maybe

posted

that.

on

at

UW.)

a

Spring

I'll be

sure

to

keep you

In the Brotherhood,

Mark R. Arend

Washington

'81

Grand Province Chief, Province I

Fraternally,

James C. Jones
Westminster '89

11

The Service... The Fun...
looking for

Chapter Reports
Chapter Reports
Chapter Reports
Chapter Reports
Chapter Reports
Chapter Reports
Chapter Reports
Chapter Reports
Chapter Reports
Chapter Reports
Chapter Reports
Chapter Reports
Chapter Reports
Chapter Reports
Chapter Reports
Chapter Reports
Chapter Reports
Here's your chance to "visit" with the
undergraduate chapters of Alpha Sigma Phi
through their review of recent activities and
achievements.

Chapters welcome your visit in person.
Check the maps in this issue for chapters and
colonies near you. Give them a call and
attend
You

a

meeting.

can

assist

as a

volunteer in the

Fraternity's Province Program. Write Alpha
Sigma Phi, P.O. Box 838, Delaware, Ohio
43015-0838 for

more

information.

614/363-1911. FAX: 369-1845.

Province I

next year If you have not

all of the

Besides all of the alumni who made it back and
able to come over to the chapter, we also

were

hosted the Province I & 11 Conclave here in
Corvallis at the house. Beginning Friday and
us through to Sunday we had a great

carrying
showing

undergraduate brothers and
Oregon State, University of
Washington, Berkeley and UCLA at the chapter
house. We hosted several wonderful speakers
who gave presentations on different aspects of
fraternities, and had a great forum for the
exchange of many different ideas between the
chapters and the alumni. A special thanks to Tom
of both

alumni from

Crino '90 who is the Province I President for this
others worked
year. Brother Crino and several

Province I
Mu

together the

hard to put

best conclave ever!

Chapler

University of Washington
strong pledge class from
as always on the rise.
Our brotherhood is stronger than ever with the
continued improvements to both our chapter
With the addition of

a

fall rush, Mu

Chapter

organization

as

well

Province II

is

as

the house structure itself.

improvements to the house
this year has been the remodeling of our chapter
room. We would like to give special thanks to
One of

our

best

Skarperud '90 and Dan Toepke '87 for
putting in the hours of time necessary to revitalize
our most special of rooms. Also, a great measure
Rob

of thanks go to Jack Merrill '39 for generously
supporting the needed improvements to the

chapter

room.

We would also like to

member of

our

chapter

recognize an outstanding
represented

who has

Alpha Sigma Phi well in his efforts as the
Interfraternity Council Vice President during
past year. Glenn Gesell '89 has had

the

busy
biggest
changes affecting the Greek system being the
new Risk Management policies on campus that
deal specifically with alcohol. We are proud to
have such a brother representing us so well in
the University of Washington Greek system!

year

Psi
�

even more

improvements done to the chapter
house in the past year, be sure to stop by
anytime. We would love to give a tour and show
off how well it is looking!
One of our biggest weekends this year was
Homecoming with it being a combined event.
seen

as

Vice President with

one

a

very

of the

Chapter

Oregon State University
Although it has not been an outstanding year for
Beaver football, we are proud to say the chapter
is doing well in all areas of the fraternity. Even
with the rush numbers down

on

campus,

we are

working to pledge men of only the highest quality
to be Alpha Sigs. Our in-house numbers are
looking much stronger for next year, and we see
no reason why we would not be at capacity.
Our alumni have been playing a key role in the
strengthening of our budget, and have been
helping tremendously in our collection and
payment system. We also had a fairly good

showing

for

Homecoming

this year, and

are

Province II
Nu

Chapter

University

of California at

Berkeley

This fall's social program has been a smash hit. It
got off to a great start when we developed a

relationship with Alpha Omicron Pi and they
invited our pledges over for dinner. Everyone had
a great time and we are thinking about perhaps
having a spring Sunday Brunch exchange with
them this coming spring. The week after our
Alpha Omicron Pi dinner, our school had Greek
Week. For Greek Week

we

had the ladies from

Sigma Kappa over for dinner while on the same
night we sent our pledges to Sigma Kappa for
dinner Then two weeks later,

we

had Greek

during which all the
Greeks on campus get together for a dance over
in the city. As always, it was an exciting evening.
dinner at
Before we went dancing, we enjoyed
Presents,

a

formal event

Chapter Reports
Chapter Reports
Chapter Reports

The Success. .The Best...
the St. Francis Yacht Club in San Francisco. After
we

recovered from

festivities

during Presents,
Alpha Delta Chi

our

the

door to

our

current location of 525 Landfair! We

have moved into the old

Fiji house and have
capacity tremendously!

pledges had dinner over at
and once again had a great time. December 8th
we planned a couples only outing seeing Charles

increased

Dickens' "A Christmas Carol" at the ACT.

house

Theater in the

residences next to each other. We also put a lot
of time into repairing and rebuilding much of the

spring

is

going

city.

And I

that this

predict

coming

to be even better than the fall!

Hello alumni! I have

one

question

for

off. We

pledged

were

five

August

the

pledge

another group of

men

rooms

in

November the second, we hosted
Alumni BBQ. It was a smash hit. The
was

Cal Football that

when

day

swing. So

in full

Dixieland Jazz Band

place, i.e.,

our

we now

now

have two Cardinal and Stone

boast

more

any other

deck space and
on the UCLA

fraternity

available to

room

for

the main

our

chapter

rooms at

turned into

a

pool

the

members to
new

room

enjoy.

Two of

house have been

and

a

television

room

respectively.
going tremendously for us,
quite happily increasing the strength
of our brotherhood, and are recruiting the top
men on campus to join Alpha Sigma Phi. We
have had great success with attracting rushees,
and we are the talk of campus with our matching
Rush has also been

spring.
Saturday,

On
an

�

Because of the increase in

25th. The

quality

Province III

many of the brothers spent hours
new house to match the main

us, we also now have two more brotherhood

ceremony went very well and Brother Garrett F.
Riegg '66 was able to attend. Hopefully, we will
be able to

repainting

parking than
campus!

put towards rush paid

men on

live-in

summer

house, and

one

class: Class of 1956, How Are You Doing?
Please write to nne so I can include your latest
tales in our next newsletter.
The efforts that

Last

our

we

in the dirt. We had

was

put USC in its

twenty-five

Nu

alumni attend the event: Bob Kutz '67; Don
Ginsti '50; Erie Brown '53; Bob De John '51 ;
Doug Mooers '53; Milton Morrison '37; Rick
Edwards '65; Ted Edwards '61 ; Chin Pham
'84; Bob Wells '58; Rick Eschenburg '60; Cary

Petzel '82; Shelby King '54; Dana Wemple '52;
Dave Bush '63; Jeff Brehmer '84; Bob Kratter
'51 ; Dave Merenbach '82; Ted

Moriarty

'51 ;

John Wickenden '54; Garrett Riegg '66;
George Perham '51 ; Gray Drohan '81 ; Mike

McClure '87; and Mike Colwell '84. Also
attending from the State University of New York
at Buffalo was Bruce Thiel '66. All of the

brothers of Nu want to thank you for attending
our Homecoming BBQ and for making it a

and

we are

residences!

the Grand Senior President's award for the third
time in

a

row!

Eariier this semester, we were able to meet
one of the men instrumental in the second

founding

of Eta

Chapter,

Illinois Tech '78. While

Province III
Eta

was

The

of Illinois

of Eta

Chapter

have been

having a
proud to say we are
working to keep Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity #1 on
the University of Illinois campus! As always, we
have been striving to challenge ourselves and
always looking towards excellence. We have
been working hard to continue our improvements,
and are looking once again to hopefully capture
men

tremendous year, and

by

the

chapter

house and talk

with many of the brothers. He shared with us
many insights about being in a fraternity and

Chapter

University

able to stop

James C. McMahon,
trip to Illinois, he

on a

are

especially
Sig!

what it

We have been
ties with

our

programs. Be

means

working

alumni and

the continued

Etagram

really

to be

an

Alpha

hard to

are

strengthen our
looking forward to

strengthening of
looking for more

our

alumni

issues of The

in your mailbox and be

sure

(Please

to send in
lum to

page 14)

successful event.
On November 10th,

we

initiated

seven new

chapter We are now up to
fourteen brothers. The really exciting part of our
rush program is how we are positioning ourselves
for the future. We already have one new pledge
for the spring; his name is John Moisan. He is a
freshman and a graduate of San Rafael High
School which is a Berkeley feeder school. With
his help and support we should be able to attract
a number of quality guys. We are currently
rushing and expect to pledge Steve Ulrich as
well in the spring; he is an upperclassman and a
member of the Cal Rugby Team, another source
of potential new brothers. Aside from these two,
brothers into the

we

Undergraduates at Eta
Chapter returned to the
University of Illinois
campus this year and
found a beautiful new

sign, compliments

ot the

Parents Association.

The brass

name

plate

and brick foundation
should last another
84 years in the

chapter's future.

also have three other guys who want to
in the spring. This gives the spring rush

pledge

program momentum which
potential members.
Alpha

Zeta

can

only

attract more

Chapter
of California at Los

Angeles
biggest leaps
that Alpha Zeta Chapter has taken in quite a
while: we have acquired a new house right next
University

This semester marks

one

of the

13

Chapter Reports
Chapter Reports
Chapter Reports
students with the

even more

now

completed

Athletic Center. All of the brothers have been

enjoying

the

fonward to

new facility and we are looking
winning many games in it!

Alpha Pi Chapter
Purdue University
Pi has been

doing very well. We are happy
attracting the top men on the
Purdue campus through our rush efforts. We are
constantly looking for ways to improve our
chapter and remain one of the topffraternities on
Alpha

to say that we are

the Purdue campus.
The improvements made to the house
the

past year have really helped
brothers and the alumni support

during

to motivate
we

our

have been

getting really shows our brotherhood that Alpha
Sigma Phi really is for life! The Housebill Rebate
Program that the alumni have been supporting is
really motivating our members to work even
harder for their grades and has been attracting
interest from both rushees and other Alpha Sig
chapters alike.
The organization of our chapter continues to be
top notch and the involvement of the entire
brotherhood has been one of the biggest keys

Alpha

Pi's

of the

goals

to

the Purdue campus. One
chapter has set is to win the

success on

that

our

coveted Grand Senior President's award at this

stairs

(Continued Irom page 13)

fhe first floor and

are working very hard
improvements.
Recent rush efforts have yielded five quality
men and we are continuing our rush efforts
through the term. A recent change in our
organization is the use of one year terms of office
for our officers. It is hoped that this will yield to
more continuity in our direction and better
performance in the long term.
During a recent work weekend Brother James
S. Reid, Tulane '68, was injured when he fell
from a ladder while working on a window. We are
happy to report that Brother Jim is fine now. We
are very thankful for his efforts to help the
chapter.
on

on numerous

the

news notes

doing.

cards to let

Until then

.

.

I-L-L

.

us
.

.

know what you
I-N-I!

are

Phi

Chapter
Iowa State

University
Chapter! We are very excited
about the things that have been happening here
at Iowa State University. After a few setbacks last
year we are looking to have a great 1991-92
year. Our house has recently undergone
numerous renovations after last year's fire, and
the third floor and sleeping dorm have been
completely renovated. Thanks to the hard work of
many, our third floor lounge has earned the

Greetings

from Phi

nickname of "The Museum." This

name came

other

Alpha Omicron Chapter
Missouri Valley College

about due to the fine look of our new furniture
and the care we take in assuring it remains

This past year has seen a tremendous amount of
improvements to the internal organization of

beautiful.

Alpha Sigma Phi. We are working to make our
fraternity the best thing that can happen to
someone! In addition to our improved internal
organization, we are also putting a great amount
of effort into contacting our alumni and
putting
together a "Pledge Class Network." It is a system
set up so that individual pledge classes
keep
closer ties with each other through a phone
network and also with our chapter newsletter.

As

rolled into the fall term, we have been
striving for excellence in numerous ways. We
have taken on a pledge class of 13 men. They
are

we

very hard towards initiation and the
Chapter will be in excellent hands
such as these.

working

future of Phi
with

men

As with tradition

we

have

great year of

enjoyed

another

at the

operating
Cyclone home football games. Thanks to all of
the alumni that stopped by for homecoming this
year! As is always the case, if you are ever in the
area please stop by the house!
our cannon

Alplia Theta Chapter
University of Missouri

Alpha Theta Chapter has been working very hard
improve the condition of our home. The
chapter has recently varnished the floors and
to

14

We would like to thank the alumni who turned
out for this

year's homecoming celebration, and
enjoyed the Alpha Omicron
TimelineA'earbook display Also, with our
we

hope

you all

increased efforts of

strengthening our alumni
system, we are looking fonward to even more
alumni attending next year's
homecoming!
Missouri Valley College has also recently
expanded the campus, and is looking to attract

year's National Leadership Conference and
Convention being held in Charlotte, North
Carolina. It is an award that exemplifies chapter
excellence which is the
Gamma Chi

Indiana

goal

of

our

brotherhood.

Chapter

University

this past fall, Alpha Sigma Phi has been
the talk of I.U. with the building of our new house
on 1968 North Jordan. The building of the new

During

house, which

was completed December 1st, has
helped tremendously with our rushing efforts on
campus and has been a rallying point in
motivating our brotherhood to strive for

excellence.
We had

a

tremendously successful

homecoming

celebration with brothers from all

years attending a luncheon held at the new
house. We were fortunate to have Gary

Sergianni '67,

the first initiate of Gamma Chi, as
Executive Vice President of Alpha Sigma
Phi Fraternity, John R. Chaney '67, present for
the day's celebrations.
well

as

One of the highlights of the luncheon was also
the presentation of the Delta Beta Xi Award to
John B. Gibson, Jr. '85 for his continued efforts
to
on

make Gamma Chi the strongest
the Indiana University campus.

help

fratemity

Co-Rush Chairmen Mark Ruppert '90 and
Tony Geiler '90 recruited a high quality 32-man
pledge class for the fall. This was a good
accomplishment because the brotherhood has
been living together this semester at Dunnhill
Apartments, far away from Greek Row, until the

completion of
new

house

our new

during

home. The

visibility

of the

its construction and the

combined efforts of many brothers helped attract
rushees.

Chapter Reports
Chapter Reports
Chapter Reports
We have

paired with

Phi Mu for I.U.

Sing,

the

annual campus musical to be held in February.
The pair was the culmination of intensive efforts

in serenades, which included a live house band
the talents of musicians in the chapter.

tapping

Brothers are very excited about the pair. Song
leaders Steve Esmaili '91 and Mark Herscovitz
'91

to lead another award-

working diligently

are

winning

show.

Street

Hockey

Alpha Sigma Phi

Delta Omicron

Chapter is working diligently on
goals to continue our success. Among
these goals are plans to sustain membership
involvement and further our positive contributions
to campus life. Alpha Sigma Phi is no doubt on
move

here at Delta Omicron and
a

we are

part of America's Premier

Fraternity!

November 9th. Proceeds from the tournament
donated to the

were

We

paired

with

Kidney Foundation.
Sigma Sigma Sigma for

Province IV

homecoming and finished second overall in the
competitions.
Initiation was held on September 22nd for five
new

has

for

volleyball

we are very optimistic about future parties.
management is an important part of our
operation and we are working hard to protect the

Risk

interests of ourselves and

After

our

the

coming year, beginning in
chapter gave James the formal

new

house. We felt that the

we

didn't

the

same

time.

We

could

are

currently working

on

second semester

rush. As of November 14, seven men had signed
with Alpha Sigma Phi for the spring pledge class.

With

a

great

deal of time between this date and

January, we feel that this class
biggest spring classes in
Gamma Chi's history.
Rehearsals will begin for I.U. Sing before the

Chapter

campus wide car demolition contest to benefit
Mott Children's Hospital. For Homecoming, we
an event

for all

Alpha Sigs

show in

Annual Costume

catch up with many
alumni brothers of Gamma Chi Chapter. See you
there!
as

well

as

Delta Omicron

Chapter
Illinois State University

exciting year here
University, we are proud to
announce the initiation of five pledges into the
Mystic Circle. Our chapter currently is composed
of 23 men and we are working diligently to insure
a successful spring rush.
As we approach the winter break so do
elections. We are very proud and thankful of this
year's officers for their commitment to the "Old
Gal" and wish the incoming officers great success
As

we

return to another

af Illinois State

in the next year. We
celebrate Founders'

very excited to
on December 6th. Our

were

Day
special guest speaker for this

event was Brother

Party with characters in
attendance ranging from Fred Flintstone to a
crash-test dummy. Right now we are looking into
the Adopt-a-Highway Program as well as other
philanthropic activities.
Many thanks to the Sigs at Purdue for a great
weekend we spent there during this term's road
trip. Seventy-five percent of our chapter made the
trip and 100% enjoyed it!
The chapter donated blood as an organized
effort to contribute to the annual University of
Michigan vs. Ohio State Blood Battle. The idea of
doing a public collection drive again this year is
being tentatively planned as last year we raised
over $300 for the American Red Cross in just 1 2
'

On

Initiation fell,

again,

on

Founders'

Black and White Semi-Formal

night

once more as a

first

was

public

Day. The
following

the

celebration for

house for the

chapter meetings

and

in the works for late

an

event for

our

on

alumni is

February. See you there!

other

the brothers of Beta

youngsters of

the

This

was

Halloween,

next

By

success.

to make it more

a

haunted
of

community

the second year in
have performed this project, with

Angola.

a row
a

that

great deal

ideas will be

new

frightening.

The brothers finished second in the Fall Greek

Games Week, narrowly missing first place.
We also had competitive records in the fall
football and softball
are

where

we

House

improvements

and several

old

interfraternity leagues,

and

forward to winter basketball season,
will be a dominant force.

looking

new

continue. More insulation

doors have been added to beat

winter.

man

Rush is

looking good for the remaining quarters
are hoping to bust the seams of

of the year. We
the house.
Beta Rho

Chapter
of Toledo

University

For the second consecutive year, we had a
rush retreat and party this past summer.

summer

We started the

day off

at a

campground

north of

Toledo. At this location, the brotherhood went
over rush skills and role playing. Obviously, it was
worth the effort. After fall rush
taken 22

new men

After the retreat

new initiates.
Our Alumni Board has been invited to sit in

the

save us

numerous

Omicron transformed the "Old Gal" into

.

hours!

and

Chapter

University
Halloween Night,

developed

end of the semester and will continue until the

house,

Beta Omicron

of

Sig

windows that should

new

heating costs,

Tri-State

we

before the

Hayride in many years at a nearby orchard with
a bonfire afterward. October 31st saw the 3rd

February.
We are all looking fonward to seeing many
alumni present at the dedication ceremony which
will be held Saturday, February 22nd, at the new
house. It will be an excellent opportunity to see

on

projects.

hosted

of the

to finish up this process now.
refurbishment includes new tile in the

Theta

football game against Indiana University.
Just prior to Halloween we had the first

new

estimates from contractors and

numerous

money

University of Michigan
This term has been busy for Theta. Brother Keith
Ward represented Alpha Sigma Phi in the annual
Car-Bash, contributing to the winning team in the

to the

working

bathrooms,

should be

the

acquire

Province IV

Formal Rush in
one

physical structure of Alpha
plans required the chapter to

Major
we

bring "settling-in" problems and that
need an abrupt change in leadership at

move

Xi. Some of these

we are

status of President-Elect to allow for a better

into the

alumni.

a

plans
improvements

as

transition; since, just after changing officers,

our

very successful alumni board meeting
are underway to make some major

bicycle team, in
begun
for the annual Little 500 Race in late

December. The

our

liked,

and the slam

We have elected James Wilson '90

move

held

event was

events, we finished first in
dunk competitions.

will

on the l.l.T. campus and
first BYOB party. While the
not as successful as we would have

management

recently

Brothers.

president for

Technology
Alpha Xi Chapter are very excited
about the coming year at Illinois Institute of
Technology. The chapter is working hard on
improving the house and bettering our chapter.
Numerous plans are being undertaken as we
work on the latter of these two important
objectives.
Our improvements to the chapter include plans
to redefine some of our officers' job descriptions
in an attempt to make them more productive and
allow for more members to get directly involved in
the day to day operations of the chapter. We are
working hard, as well, to be leaders in the area of
risk

We finished third in Greekfest, the annual
"Olympics" of the Greek community. In individual

Training
preparation
April.

Alpha XI Chapter
Illinois Institute of

The brothers of

numerous

excited to be

Tournament at Memorial Stadium

an

member of the Grand Council.

the

We held the first annual
on

Robert G. Cabello, Eastern Michigan '70,
instrumental participant in our founding and

brother Chad
cookout and

into

was

the

had

fratemity.

over, we all traveled to

Feigner's farm

a

was over, we

pledging

where

we

had

a

brotherhood to close the festivities.

.
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other

our
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here in

also

taking place
goals is to improve our
image on U.T.'s campus. Consequently, we are
launching a full scale public relations campaign.
During this campaign, we have been serenading
sororities. This has gone over extremely well,
because now the women also see us as classy
gentlemen who can dress up but yet can also
Many

things

Toledo. One of

our

are

alumni and

We

main

Along
also

hoping
that

with the Public Relations

trying

Campaign,

sponsored

showed up to

that with this

outstanding pledge

class
a

Bowling Green State University
begin the 1991-92 school year,

about the

7th Annual Halloween

clean

our

neighborhood.

long time
Chapter Advisor William A. Cameron,
Bowling Green '50, receives a "salute"

Sig

Salute! Charter member and

Grand

Gamma Zeta Chapter

To

optimistic

% I

we

have, filling the house will no longer be
concern. Everything is going great and we are
looking forward to next quarter.

our

help

to fill our new house. We are

we

very

Costume party, and co-sponsored the clean up of
Rogers Park with Greek Council. All Greeks

dominate in intramurals.
are

are

future.

because he "has been there for the Gamma
we

held

Zeta

a

Chapter when they really needed

him."

Welcome Back cookout with all of the brothers.

Bill's "commitment to the 'Old Gal' continues

A

strong

good

time

We took

a

was

had

pledge

by

all.

dry rush events. The rush committee
purchased rush cups with our rush slogan as well
as the Phoenix, A cup was given to every
prospective pledge that came through the house
during rush. Rush shirts were also given to every
brother and new pledge. All the new pledges
attended formal desserts with all of the brothers.
had

an

excellent time.

The 1991 B.G.S.U

Homecoming
great
success. Many Alpha Sigma Phi alumni returned
to visit the chapter. Many undergraduate and
was a

alumni brothers attended the football game,
followed by a dinner arid dance at the Elks Club.

The weekend

provided

fun for everyone who

attended.

The annual Alpha

Sigma Phi/Alpha Phi
place to raise money for SAMS.
The Gamma Zeta Chapter raised $590 alone.
Many businesses around town donated gifts,
Shootout took

which
A

were

good

time

raffled off at the end of the event.
was had by all.

For the rest of the year, we plan to have
another great Spring Rush, with all of our current

pledges going active. We also plan to visit Zeta
Chapter at Ohio State to see another chapter
house and meet other brothers. Winter Wedding
Date Party and Alpha Sigma Phi Bowlathon for
SAMS are also being planned for the spring term.
We encourage all alumni to stop
are in the area!

by

as

ever," writes Co-Grand Chapter

Advisor Edward G.

class of 1 3 with several

different

Everyone

as

Leedom, Bowling Green

'86. Brother Cameron is

a

retired Social

Sigma

on

behalf of

Alpha Chapter at Loyola University
spend with a neighbor stricken with
polio Here Dennis Nessinger, Loyola '90. Is shown with
him alter a stroll near Lake Michigan,

Security

administrator and received the Delta Beta Xi
Award in 1 990 for his work

Members of the Delta

often donate their time to

Alpha

Phi.

efforts that

we

have put forth thus far have been

very rewarding and as a result, we have received
IFC recognition. We are all excited and waiting
for the chance when

Phi Kappa Colony
Central Michigan

University

We have

a new

a

acquired

great deal of

Having

our

house that is

absorbing

time, effort and enthusiasm.

become

an

official

house has

strengthened our
immeasurably, as has our latest rush
during which we welcomed several high quality
associates who will help us immensely, as we
charge toward our charter. We had a very
successful Colonization Banquet on October 12,
at which time we had the great pleasure of
having Grand Senior President Charles J. Vohs,
Penn State '75; Grand Secretary Dr. Robert G.
Cabello, Eastern Michigan '70; and Director of
Chapter Services/Expansion Jeffery S. Owens,
a

we can

chapter of America's Premier Fraternity. We are
tentatively planning our Chartering Banquet for
April 11, 1992.

brotherhood

Province V

Illinois '87, attend our ceremony.
In our attempt to establish ties with alumni, we
sent out over 200 invitations for our colonization
banquet. We have also sent our first Alpha Sig
newsletter to
Much of

getting

our

area

alumni.

time this year has been spent
name out on C.M.U.'s campus. The

our

the house

if you
Delta

Members of Phi Kappa

Alpha Chapter

Colony at Central Michigan
University proudly display the

Loyola University of Chicago
We have currently pledged eight men and are
working on our spring rush. The chapter is
looking forward to a strong year in this area so
that

we

The

new

may further fill our house.
is working on numerous

chapter

events in hopes of raising money to
paying off our mortgage. We have been
doing so in hopes of doing some remodeling
when it is paid off.
At the current time, we are making the best of
and looking forward to an exciting spring term.

fundraising
finish

We
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are
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house.

it

very thankful for the continued support of

in front of their

new
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Brothers and guests ol
Gamma Theta Chapler al the

Gamma Theta

University

Chapter
of Miami

of Miami enjoying
Formal Rush Week, Gamma

University

This past fall term, we are proud to announce
that we successfully pledged 21 men to the
seven points. These men
outstanding job with all of

have done

Theta

Chapter welcomed
pledges into their
chapter in Fall '91,

21

new

an

the activities that

they

have completed Part of the homecoming
festivities that the pledges took part in were

building

float and

a

meeting

alumni at the annual

barbecue.

Homecoming this year was a success all the
way around. Many distinguished alumni were
able to make it back and watch as the Hurricanes
easily defeated West Virginia,

27-6.

Some of the other activities that

participated in
enjoyable and

we

have

have been very
successful. When Florida State
as a

chapter

into Hurricane territory, many of us were
able to attend the game as we watched the
University of Miami beat Florida State and
came

assume the number one ranking in football. On
Tuesday, November 26th, we held our annual
Thanksgiving dinner. All of the brothers, both
undergrads and alumni, and pledges were able

to

meet at a fine local restaurant to celebrate the

holiday.
Finally,
a

Founders'

and

ended the semester's festivities with

we

Day

celebration. All of the brothers

celebrated the occasion

pledges

by dressing

up for the entire day and then meeting the alumni
at a restaurant in town to commemorate our

founding.

We

are

Province VI

We would love to hear from any Gamma
or any Alpha Sig alumni in the

Omicron alumni

Gamma Omicron

Tulane

back many

great ideas.
actively trying to recruit men to become
future brothers of our fraternity. With deferred
rush at Tulane, we will be looking hard at many
freshmen during Spring Formal Rush. We have
set a goal of 1 5 total brothers and pledges by the
end of the Formal Rush period.

brought

Chapter

New Orleans area!

University

This year has been a regrouping and rebuilding
year for Gamma Omicron Chapter Fortunately,
two brothers, Jeff Olson '89 and

LeBlanc '91

,

Jacques
Leadership

attended the National

Conference at Penn State

over

the

summer

and

Province VI
Delta

Chapter
Marietta College
The Phoenix is up and flying high once again
here at Marietta College! The brotherhood is

Miami brothers getting

psyched

lor another Intramural Football

victory!

currently as strong as it has ever been after
returning to the house this September. We are
entering a year of change here at Marietta and
the future looks very bright. This summer we had
three brothers attend the National Leadership
Conference. In addition to this, the brotherhood
spent a lot of time cleaning and preparing the
house for the

plus

new

year and the return of

our

30

members.

The year started out with the chapter
undertaking an excellent rush effort and acquiring
12 pledges. We are very proud of these men as
they work toward experiencing the enrichment of
brotherhood in which Alpha Sigma Phi brings to
all of
We

us.

recently

conducted

a

Black Lantern

Processional at the

college to coincide with the
pinning of our pledge class. We are optimistic
about the future and invite all chapters and
individuals to stop by and share in the heritage of
Alpha Sigma Phi in our museum.

(please

lum to page

18)
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Chapt.
had. We have

ever

(continued Irom page 17)

having

that went

Zeta

Chapter
The Ohio State

University

getting back to school this past fall, we had
many items to accomplish. The first of those was
to prepare the entire brotherhood for rush.
Grand Chapter
Advisor, Brother Bob Wade, Bowling Green '83,
and went over some goals and ideas that needed

Consequently,

we met

with

our

The next item of
amount of time

concern was

working

as a

to prepare the

spent

a

large

this semester couldn't have been

we

sparked

men

some

will want to

join.

University
was

very successful and the

chapter

were

Parties this year. One of the most successful
"Crush Date Party."

ones was a

would like to

congratulate

Brother

the Delta Beta Xi Award. He is

receiving

members and

looking forward to
day to day

are

of Beta Delta!
Our social program has been "safe and
enjoyable" this year and the chapter is working

operations

feverishly on implementing the fraternity's risk
management policies. These policies include the
establishment of BYOB parties. As always, we
are doing the best we can to keep the "Old Gal" a
leader in all aspects of fraternity life on the
Marshall University campus.
The chapter's service program has flourished
this term as we have set a goal of at least one

paired up with Phi Mu Sorority
for homecoming. We spent a great deal of time
with them working on the float and just doing
mixers together. We also had several Date

Wade

invited all

Chapter

Marshall
Fall rush

semester was

basically

their increased involvement in the

as new.

we

past

to watch football and have

Hopefully,

and many of the

Beta Delta

our new

brotherhood

preparing 'The Old Gal." and after our efforts
were completed, the old structure looked as good

Finally,

curiosity

over

by

has

house for formal rush. We all

Socially,

snacks.

to rush

house. One event

pledged 20 great men. Their initiation took
place on November 15th. We are very proud of

to be stressed.

better. We

of the freshman
some

well this

really

over

our

afternoon football. We

Sunday

After

already begun

informal events at

very deserving of this and we appreciate all of the
time and effort he has put into the chapter.

event per week. We have done numerous events
this year such as the Haunted Trails, the Red
Cross Blood Drive, as well as spending time at

Because of his efforts and those of

the

on

Zeta Chapter is

flying high

once

our

alumni,

Boys Club entertaining the youth. In addition
to this, we have worked building homes for
Habitat for Humanity on two different occasions!

again.

On November 2nd,

%
flX0

Sig

Salute! The

his

lovely

Jahn, Ohio State '27, and

Fratemity

for the archives.

Chapter

Bethany College
This semester has been very exciting for us at
Bethany. In October we held our Annual Haunted
House. This year we completely changed the
decor of the house to enhance the atmosphere.
We worked in

conjunction

place that was
bring family and friends

create a

Halloween

season.

with Phi Mu

Sorority

to

open to the community to
and celebrate the

We raised

over

$1200 this

year, to aid in setting up a scholarship fund.
We are also very proud of the fact that we

were

very instrumental in getting a risk management
policy adopted by the IFC. This has been a real

working very hard this term and
very excited as the fall quarter comes to a
close. We have made major strides this year and
are

very hard with the support of some
very dedicated alumni.
Jack West '69 and Randy Van Dyne '72

struggle to get passed here at Bethany, but it is
definitely going to help the Greek system as a
whole.
We also held

an

alumni event at the "Harvard-

Yale-Princeton Club" in
7th. The event

was

attendance had
For the

a

Pittsburgh on December
quite a success. Everyone in

terrific time.

upcoming semester, we plan to do
community service events, as well as
having one of the best rushes that Bethany has
many
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working

those alumni who worked
this

so

to our

to all

hard and donated

toward

making

Sigs

are

such

a

very proud to have such fine alumni and
fine kitchen. We are currently planning to

project

such

a

success! The

in the spring. It has
rotting wood. Other projects
include repairing or replacing the flag pole and
cleaning the carpet in the living room.
Homecoming was a huge success and we

proud

wish to thank all those brothers who attended.

Special

thanks to those brothers whose

donations have been

helping

Davis and Elkins and

we

again

you

Gamma Pi

gracious

the "Old Gal" at

look forward to

seeing

next fall!

Colony

University of Findlay
What
did

a

we

semester this has been for us. Not

achieve

colony

only

status this semester, but

have become the best fraternity at the
University of Findlay. As a colony, we are very
proud of the strides we have made so far We
have acquired a house right next to campus that
the university owns and maintains for us. We
have also conducted

our

second Black Lantern

Processional this year.
We conducted the Black Lantem in
coordination with the
the brothers
up the

pledges.

attended,
was a

wore

as we

marched to

All of

pick

One of the best events that

we

sponsored by the alumni.
held in Michigan at one of our

was one

reunion

Pledging Ceremony.

robes

It

luck to everyone.

excellent

by the chapter.
We are all proud of the current upgrades
kitchen and dining facilities. Special thanks

were

We worked very hard the first weekend back

cleaning and preparing the hall for the new year.
Future plans include replacing the carpet in the
lounge and adding a deck to our patio.
Fundraising efforts are beginning and the chapter
is working on some excellent events.
Homecoming was a success this fall and we

porch roof

some

achievements

the front

past rushes.

some

This retreat set the tone for

fallen victim to

Greetings from the mountains of beautiful West
Virginia! As the fall semester closes we are
looking back on a semester of great strides and
plans here at Gamma Delta.
This summer, three representatives attended
the National Leadership Conference at Penn
State. Among them was our Grand Chapter
Advisor, Max Morgan '52. We have been
working hard to improve our rush skills and have
set a goal of fifteen men for the year. This goal is
going to require a concentrated effort from the
entire chapter as we have had difficulties during

Many alumni and
undergraduates were able to attend and a great
time was had by all.
We hope to continue keeping the progress of
our colony on track. With much effort by our
alumni and by the undergraduates, we hope to
receive chapter status by the end of the year. We
have truly realized that Alpha Sigma Phi is a
National Brotherhood, as this was exhibited by
Stuart Spisak, Westminster '78, who came to
our homecoming. The game was played against
Westminster, and it was a pleasure having an
Alpha Sig from another chapter visit us. Best of

through their untiring efforts with the
headquarters staff, the chapter held a retreat this
summer to outline our goals for the coming year

repair

Chapter
Davis & Elkins College

we

annual

We have been

are

Beta Gamma

our

were

Alpha Chapter
Ohio Northern University

wants

bride. Brother Jahn donated valuable

records to the

formal. We

Gamma

Fraternity Headquarters

to salute Brother Art

held

we

proud to have
many alumni in attendance and are working very
hard on our next event. Plans are underway for
the gala Black and White to be held in April. Look
for details in upcoming mailings!

homecoming

Gamma Delta

to welcome back all those alumni

who attended. The

day included a pig roast and
barbecue and, of course, the football game! All in
all, a great time was had by all and we are
looking fonvard lo our next event!

alumnus's cabins.

Delta

Epsilon Chapter

University of Rio Grande
Delta Epsilon is off to an excellent start this year!
After being placed in temporary housing in
Gallipolis the chapter now resides in the
campus's newest and most modern residence
hall.
As we approach our 20th anniversary
celebration the brotherhood is experiencing great

.lapter Reports
1s
success

all around. This

excellent rush and
the best
to our

are

spring we had an
currently pledging 16

One ot the biggest

of

the Rio Grande campus. Thanks
alumni advisors. Dr. Larry Spees, Ohio
men on

Wesleyan "57, and Jeff Lewis '77, for the time
they spent with us at our Greek Council rush
open house functions. As the spring term
approaches, we are working hard in hopes of an
even larger pledge class.
Much of
to the

our

current success can be attributed

chapter having

three members in

attendance at the 1991 National

Conference.

During

the conference

a

member of

-

As

to

mentioned above, we are working very
hard with our alumni to make our twentieth
At

a

the

have

recent

celebration

meeting

chapter with

The events

are

a

an

extraordinary event.
presented

Brother Jeff Lewis

tentative schedule of events.

to take

place

at the Radisson North in

on

April

a

better idea of what fraternities

and it also gave
rush them.

us

are

about,

all fall to contact them and

24th & 25th

Columbus, Ohio.

been done

for them!
Thanks to the sudden

with this tremendous group of
Sigma Phi has experienced a
revitalization. We

hard to make this

are

growth

of

chapter
men. Alpha
real feeling of

working

our

a

as a

strengthening

of

whole.

setting

planning a number of "Brotherhood
help pull us together even more as a

also

Events"

brotherhood. We realize that brotherhood, like
any other aspect of a fraternity, requires work.
And after all. Brotherhood is what
Phi Fraternity is all about!
Gamma Lambda

brotherhood,

men on

Atlantic Christian

campus!

by our
capacity,

We have

been

looking to slowly increase our size and
strengthen our brotherhood with the addition

of

the finest

men on campus. We are still very
selective about who we want to have as a brother

since

Alpha

Psi

feel that the

being placed
living in

on

of the brothers

own rooms.

strength of
men

our

on

campus. We have made tremendous strides here
and are looking to be one of the top fraternities
campus in grades for the year.
We have also been working hard to

on

aiumni relations and

are

improve

for

looking

more

your calendars for the upcoming events listed in
them. We are looking fonward to seeing all of you!
Delta Zeta

Chapter
of North Carolina at Charlotte

University
we

have been in

a

of

success

our

rush efforts

growth mode for the
looking to make that a

decided

two years and are
standard for ourselves. Also, because of the
amount of growth we have gone through, we

past

have not had any trouble

year and we
call home!

are even

filling the house this
looking for a new place

making great improvements
Sugar Creek Road, and

current house on

to

to
are

working

to make it a home for all of our brothers

to come

hang

out.

Many

of the brothers have

in a considerable amount of time in

and

repairing

and

more

of

the house to make it

an

attractive asset to

put
cleaning up

more
our

liveable

fraternity.

Of course, one of the most exciting events
coming up for us, will be this summer's National
Leadership Conference and Convention which
will be held this summer, August 5-9, at the

brotherhood

(please

themselves.

turn to page

20)

Chapter

Presbyterian College
With so many changes

within our chapter in the
happy to say that our
brotherhood is strong again and we are looking
for great things to happen!
Rush has been our biggest goal of the year
and we are using some new ideas to attract the
best men on campus. We have quite a few men
living in the house now, and it is functioning as

past few years,

our

we

is not in numbers, but in the

their

We have been

excellent efforts put out
our house is now full to

and with the best

Province VII

of the house. Due

rooms

point that we have improved
tremendously upon is our academic standing

our

College (Formerly
College)
some

Alpha Sigma

Chapter

Barton
Due to

would like to

we

Another

Due to the continued

up a busy calendar with
the sororities and societies on campus, we are
to

the main

and

ways to host events for all of our alumni. Be sure
to check your mail for our newsletter and mark

that will carry us to the top here at Wake
Forest. Some of our biggest projects have been

continued rush efforts and the

improving

our

feeling

brotherhood

summer

have contributed much of their time and efforts to

experienced a tremendous rush this year with
20 men pledging Beta Mu in the fall
before rush
began! They were part of an interest group on
campus that was looking for a fraternity and
when we approached them, they agreed that
Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity was the right choice

In addition to

on

the

improvements, many

Chapter
Wake Forest University

our

Province VII

over

to the increased attention that is

Beta IVIu

we

anniversary

have been made to

improvements

give special thanks to Robbie Gurganus '83 for
the improvements that he headed up. We now
have a house that the brothers can comfortably
enjoy and be proud of, with the work that has

�

our

Some great
the house

We

Leadership

chapter. Brother Eric Autenrieth '90 was
elected Co-Province President. The chapter is
most proud of Eric and we will be working hard
help him with all province activities this year.

changes in the rush system
Presbyterian College has just happened this
year. The Greeks adopted a "Deferred Rush"
program where freshmen pledge during the
winter instead of during the fall. This is so they
at

we are

"Rush Central."

Barton

College's Gamma
Chapter Alumni
(Robbie)

Lambda

President Robert E.

Gurganus, Jr.. left,
President l\1il(e

and Vice

Sledge, right,

both Barton '83, are shown
with Executive Vice President
John R.

Chaney, Indiana '67.
Chaney was the
at
the chapter's
speaker
Homecoming celebration in
Brother

November.

This year, our membership has been more
motivated towards improvements than any other
year. Each brother has really taken to the idea

fraternity is a 365 day a year project, and
that it takes every person's efforts to truly have a
strong brotherhood. Guiding us, and helping us
with many new ideas has been our Grand
that the

Chapter Advisor, Willie Prickett '62. He has
been putting in time and effort to help Alpha Psi
Chapter to become one of the strongest
fraternities on the Presbyterian College campus.
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(continued from page 19)
Adam's Mark Hotel here in Charlotte. We

class
are

hosting Alpha Sigs from
looking forward to
being "Ambassadors" for our fine city. Hopefully, it

proud
all

that

across

our

city

will be

the nation and

acting

as a

1740

us

at

Any
(703) 731-

(803)

area.

Our number is (803) 347-2713

or

248-3365.

633-1277.

(703)

or

Carolina

contact for his year.

interested alumni should call

are

Province VIII

that many alumni will be able to
attend, since it is so close this year and we will
be able to catch up with many of them.

will also

mean

Delta Eta

Chapter
East Carolina University

chapter is having a good year and we have
pledged five of the best men on the ECU.
campus. Spring term should bring an excellent
rush and the chapter is already planning events.
We have worked very hard to strengthen the
chapter this year. Our officers have been
reaching new heights and we are setting some
great goals for the next year. Among them are
improving our rush and getting more men to the
chapter, increased fundraising, and more alumni
activities. We will be attempting these and many
other projects this fenn.
As always we were very excited about
homecoming and thank all those who made it.
We are proud of our alumni support over the
years and hope to continue the great relationship
The

have with all of you.
With the election of new officers who will take

we

the helm

as

the term closes

we are

very much

looking forward to continued improvement and
striving to be leaders in all we do. The Phoenix is
flying high and as strong as ever at Delta Eta and
we look forward to any alumni stopping in to visit
really soon, so stop by!
Delta Theta

Radford

Chapter

University

This year we have been living in what is
called "Temporary Greek Housing" in a

being

Salute! Brother Rick Tambellini, Radford
a salute from his chapter. Brother

Sig

'83, receives
Rick served

as

Alumni

Alumni Vice President. He is

member of the Delta Theta

cares for the future of the chapter and the
continuation of the Brotherhood. Thanks for
making the Alpha Sigs #1 ."

Delta lota

Chapter

Longwood University
Currently we are involved

of campus
include resident assistants, Greek Council and
Order of Omega.

We

are

working

are

take the

excited for

top

Our five current

We have been very active in the area of
are looking to break our own records

service and

with the March of Dimes Dime Roll this year.
Many of our members have been quite involved
with the

university and with the National
Fraternity as well. We were well represented at
last year's National Leadership Conference at
brothers, Bernie
a

Conference Coordinator.

growing
more and more every year, we are looking to
implement a system to keep everybody more
informed as to the chapter's activities. We have
been looking at putting together a "Pledge Class
Network" with a representative from each pledge

20

hopefully

honors.
we

pledge

will be

pledges will soon be brothers
working hard toward a large spring

University

With the number of alumni brothers

involved in

next year and we will

pledge fraternities. We have been consistently
growing and are looking to continue this as one
of our goals.

from among
nation to be

more

Greek Weekend. The brothers

Phi Lambda Interest

our

to become

campus activities. This year we produced an
excellent effort, only to fall just short of winning

this winter when the freshmen will be able to

of

in many activities.

chapler can be found in all facets
leadership positions. Some of these

Members of the

well

one

summer

that

situation.
Our rush efforts have been well rewarded this
year. We are looking to take another strong class

being selected
undergraduates across the

very active
and initiates

"gatfierings". "Rick is a dedicated alumni brother

and

Penn State with

a

Chapter

promotes annual/alumni

and

development called Hunter's Ridge. We have
quite a few men living in good sized apartments
all in the same building, and we are currently
looking toward a more permanent housing

Schuiz '89,

Corporation/Association
currently serves as

President from 1988-91 and

class. Graduation will

faces to alumni status but

we

lose many
look forward to the

see us

continued involvement of these "new alumni"
as

all of

future events

as

past alumni. Stay tuned for
and if you are ever in Farmville,

our

please stop by Frazer

Hall and say hello!

Group
of South Carolina-Coastal Carolina

Hello to all Alpha Sigs! We are a brand new
fraternity on the Coastal Carolina campus in
Conway, and are delighted to now be a part of
the Alpha Sigma Phi family!
We have been working hard to put together the
organization of our fraternity, and are striving
towards excellence, as is the Alpha Sig way. We
wanted to start a fraternity to begin something
new and to hopefully create a brotherhood that
will carry on for future generations of Alpha Sigs
on our campus. We have been lucky to find a
brother from Alpha Sigma Phi on our faculty at
Coastal, Eric Koepfler, Toledo '78, to help us
with our efforts in making Alpha Sigma Phi a
strong fraternity on our campus.
We currently have a couple of houses that
brothers are living in around the campus area,
but would welcome any calls

brothers that

come

by

the

or

visitors from

Myrtle Beach,

South

Province VIII
Upsilon Chapter

Pennsylvania State University
Greetings to everyone from the host chapter of
the 1991 National Leadership Conference. We
hope everyone enjoyed their stay here at State
College and at Penn Slate University. It was a
pleasure

and

an

NLC. We extend

honor to be selected lo host the
best wishes lo U.N.C.C. in

our

hosting the 1992 NLC&C.
Everything has pretty much slowed down
since the conference ended. Right now we are
beginning our campaign for the Dance Marathon.
Hopefully, we will break the one million dollar
mark this year and retain first place for the ninth
consecutive year.
There are many other

accomplishments that
proud. Our chapter worked very
hard to get an alcohol policy adopted by the IFC.
Consequently, our efforts paid off and on
September 23, 1991 an alcohol policy was
adopted. This will definitely help the Greek
system as a whole and will force all fraternities lo
play by the same rules.
Another accomplishment that we are proud of
is our academic standing. We finished 11th out of
56 organizations with a GPA of 2.84, which is
also higher than the all university average. Good
things continue to happen at Penn Stale and we
are doing all we can lo keep the tradition alive.
make

us

very

,

AZO
The Upsilon Chapter at Penn State
salute to the "Class of '58 for their

Sig Salute!
sends

a

undying, continual, generous support!"
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Alpha Nu Chapter
Westminster College
The

the alumni have been

improvements

Alpha Sigs at Westminster
College show their perception

making

ol the dress code in the 1960's
before a recent exchange with

to the house have been a tremendous boost to

brotherhood. We have been

our

ensure

#1

that

position

numbers

Nu does not

Alpha
on

are

working hard to
slip from our

a

sorority.

ever

the Westminster campus. Our rush
strong and we have been

very

attracting the right men on campus for our
fraternity.
Through the continued use of our rushee file
system, we have developed our techniques to a
virtual science. Every brother takes part in the
rush effort to pledge only the best men to Alpha
Sigma Phi Fraternity.
In the past year we have been striving to make
our fraternity run more
smoothly than ever. With
"Committee Night" being held each Wednesday,
our Vice President has been kept very
busy with
the amount of activities happening for our
brotherhood. We have been striving to maintain
the bonds of our brotherhood, both in the chapter,
and wilh

our

alumni

strong support of

as

well. With the continued

alumni,

our

we are sure

to be

fair share of awards every year at the
national conferences.

winning

our

Keep an eye out for our upcoming editions of
chapter newsletter and be sure to send in any

our

comments or information you would like to have
printed in it. We are looking forward to hearing

from you all!
Beta

Nu

Alpha

baby!

Epsiion Chapter

Lehigh University
Despite a slow rush campus-wide,

we were

still

able to obtain nine fine young men who accepted
bids to Alpha Sigma Phi. And we plan to increase

that number to 16

during post

of the rush

rush. The main

highlights
scrimmage
always popular Viking Dinner, at which
there was a good lime had by all. The accepted
season were a

and the

bids mentioned above

fraternity

in

one

were

welcome to the

Processions in years. We do plan however to
increase alumni participation in this and other
traditional rituals.
There

was

again

a

great

success.

small breakfast held in the

was a

morning

followed

by a tailgate and a great battle between
the Engineers and the Tribe of William and Mary.
The Engineers prevailed in the end 41-37. Also,
due to changes in the duration of the pledge
program we have had to shorten it to eight weeks
as has everyone else on the Hill. We also helped
Tau Epsilon Phi in their annual "Good Scholar
Election" raise $6,274 for the American Cancer

Society.
Alumni relations
are

plans

to

are

improve

better than

them

ever

even more.

Alumni Golf Tournament will

and there

The

be held in the

again
forthcoming).
After last semester's improvement to sixth on
the Hill academically we are looking lo break into
the top five.

spring (more

information will be

Beta Chi Chapter
American University

Chapler is off to a successful start.
chapter working toward the purchase of a
Beta Chi

is

set to

expire in July of 1993. We are currently
researching our options and working hard to
secure interim housing.
Currently, we have pledged 25 men to the
chapter in the fall term. The pledges recently
went on a retreat to Camp Friendship where they
participated in the ropes course. In addition, the
pledges joined the brothers on our fall war games
in Leesburg. We are very excited about our new
members as they will help keep the "Old Gal"
leading the way here at American.
In the area of community service. Beta Chi is
proud to claim second place in the Delta Gamma

The

Phi

the Widener campus as the term
close. Events such as our volleyball

on

Christmas party and

tournament,

our

participation

in the

our

Special Olympics Bowling
Tournament continue to give us excellent
publicity to further our spring rush efforts.
Gamma Rho

Chapter

Lycoming College
This year has been very exciting. We have
really been concentrating on our academics.

Consequently, we have instituted several new
changes. We have elected an individual to make
that everyone is up for classes and every
individual is also responsible for turning in their

sure

Gamma Xi

Chapter

Widener

University

several informal rush events this semester. A

Washington

which raises money for
Preservation, We

an event

D.C.'s

Sight

very successful annual food drive at
Thanksgiving and look forward to more of these
a

events.

This past summer some major changes were
made around the house. Due to fire code

rush event that went

requirements, the main stairway was enclosed
dry wall and steel doors on the top and
bottom landings. In addition, many other steel
doors were installed throughout the house.
Presently we are still working to purchase the
house from Headquarters. A recent meeting was
held and we have begun to make progress
toward this end. The chapter has been working

come

to raise funds and

a

raffle

was

held this

that

yielded $300 toward our cause.
Homecoming was a huge success and we were
happy to welcome back our alumni. Special
thanks to all those who took the time to stop by
summer

and chat,

as

well

as

those who contributed to

our

efforts.

Fall rush

was a success

inlo

and

we

really well,

was our

Tie-

We also had a very successful homecoming
this year. Many alumni showed up in the morning
and reminisced wilh many of their friends on the
good times that they had as undergraduates. We
would like to take this time to thank all of the
alumni who returned and to let you know that you
are always welcome.
Delta Delta

Chapter

Slippery

Rock

Rush

proved

University

to be very successful for us this

semester. We took five rushees to a

Pittsburgh

Pirates baseball game as a rush event. A good
time was had by all who attended. We presently
have six great pledges.
This year for Halloween the

welcomed

pledge program. Our
rush events were exciting for all and were
highlighted by our "Safe Sex Poker Night." We
continue to spread the good name of Alpha
our

over

The entire campus was invited to
over and we furnished the Tie-Dye.

Dye party.

with

seven new men

new

Sigma

comes to a

midterm grades to the HSP. We are hoping that
by emphasizing these particular items, that our
chapter GPA will increase.
Another area that we are gearing up for is
winter rush. Rush at Lycoming is deferred,
consequently, we are hoping to have a rather
large class in the winter Currently, we are holding

Anchor Clankor,
held

of the best Black Lantern

Parents weekend

residence at the present time. Our current facility
is on land leased from the university. This lease is

a

trick

or

treat

Elementary

safety project

chapter sponsored
Slippery Rock

at the

School. The brothers made reflective
(please

tum to page

22)
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Che
Several

men

ol the Delia Delta

Chapter at Slippery Rock
University show how close tl^eir
brotherhood is by getting
together for this photograph.

semester with 22

committee, it
wonderful

pledges.

seems

job

With the

far. The Phi

so

help

that he has done

pledge

of his

a

class has

been very enthusiastic so far and we hope that
they will do Alpha Sigma Phi proud once they get
initiated.

saying goes, "All work and no play
dull boy." It is of the utmost
importance that a fraternity not remain an entirely
serious organization. To introduce some frolic into
the ever so monotonous life in a technological
As the old

makes Jack

school,

we

a

have

a

social committee. The social

chairman is Brother Michael Mitarotonda

'87,

constantly given us some fabulous
social evenings with some really funky themes.
Brother Michael is graduating this semester and
his presence will be deariy missed.
In service this semester we organized a 24
hour See-Saw marathon with the sisters of Alpha
Sigma Tau. The event went very well under the
leadership of Tim Holcomb '91 We raised
nearly $1300 for babies with AIDS, at our local
Babyland.
Scholarship was probably the toughest task
this semester Brother Tony Parsio '88 has been
constantly putting forth new ideas to improve the
chapter GPA. Scholarship, with the help of the
and he has

.

arm

bands for the children and created

trick

or

Cleary

show up. That about wraps it up for us at
Delta Nu. May the good news always be yours.

men

(crmtlnued from page 2 1)
a

list of

treat do's and don'ts. Brothers Edwin

'88 and Jim

Signoriello

'89 delivered the

Province IX

bands and gave a small presentation on the
do's and don'ts list. Halloween night all the
brothers went to the Slippery Rock Fire Station
arm

and handed out

House committee, converted the old walk-in
a study with a fully functional

cooler into

to the local children.

candy
spring we are planning to have a
picnic/golf outing for the alumni when the weather
warms up. This event is still in the planning
stages and no date has been set. Information will

computer. A tutoring program has been set up

This

be sent to the alumni when

a

to

date is known and

events with the alumni.

Pennsylvania

has been

and

Delta Nu. Our rush

productive for us here at
events proved to be very

successful. We gave out ten bids and had seven
outstanding young men accept the invitation to

join our brotherhood. We have very high
expectations for these gentlemen as they will
soon be leaders in our chapter.
One of the main things we, at Delta Nu, are
proud of is our community service record. The
semester

began

with

an event

where

we were

asked to set up a rock concert at Lock Haven
High School. The second event was raking
leaves for

couple

in the

community. These are
only a few of the events that we have completed
so far this year. At this point, we have
logged
over 124
campus/community service project
hours, with more to come.
a

Although we have been keeping busy with
community service events and our individual
studies, we are doing something different here at
Lock Haven. We threw together some ideas for
eariy Rush functions for this past semester. No
other fratemities hold Rush functions at the end of
the fall term. We hope by doing this, that we will

have

an advantage over the other fraternities.
Consequently, the first event was held Monday,
November 10th, as a Monday Night Football party.

It

was

22

very successful

as we

had 10 interested

subjects.
getting better and

Province IX
Alpha Rho Chapter
New Jersey Institute of Technology
This semester started with a bang! The brothers
at Alpha Rho had set a goal of 25
pledges. The
brotherhood worked in unison to achieve that

goal. We introduced 22 very fine young
pledges this fall. In compliance with our
all social and rush events were either

men as

policies,

dry

BYOB. We relied

or

values and the
fraternity beliefs, rather than on alcohol to rush.
Brother Kevin Ruta '90 did a tremendous
job
along with the help of the brotherhood to put

together

a

better.

who is also the

has organized many
Football, basketball,

poker-smoker and a Founding Father's social
party are just a few.
This semester has also put the Alpha Rho
Chapter inTo the limelight. We have cleariy
emerged as the leaders on this campus.
Seven brothers hold positions in the student
government. The members of Alpha Sigma Phi
are participating in various
campus activities.
The campus newspaper, the yearbook, the radio

Chapter
Lock Haven University

interesting

are

Griglak '89,
Corresponding Secretary,

Delta Nu

very

in certain

Brother A. J.

all the details have been worked out.

This semester in central

help brothers

Alumni relations

more on our

terrific rush in

spite of

numerous

is

one

aspect of

chapter
which has experienced numerous
changes every
semester However big or small the
pledge class
is, the pledge educator has an
ovenvhelming job
to see that the
pledges become good brothers.
The belief here at Alpha Rho is to make them
good brothers not great pledges. Brother Nick
DeRobertis '90 had

club

are

Sigs

are

came

only a few organizations where Alpha
zealously involved. Last semester we

in third in Greek Week activities. Brother

Humberto

Baquerizo '91 won the most active
freshman award and Alpha Sigma Phi won the
Greek volleyball championship. The colors of
Alpha Sigma Phi were glorified by all its sons
seeking

A

"To Better The Man."

great alumni idea

Just when you

setbacks.

Pledge Education

station, the student activities council, soccer
team, baseball team, chess club and the hockey

an

our

immense task this

to involve your

thought

you knew all the ways
one rolls

alumni, another great

your way The Alpha Rho Chapter undergrad
uates keep the N.J.l.T. alumni informed of
various activities via a telephone "hotline."
Alumni (and other chapters) can dial (201) 623>
7777 anytime and get a quick run down of
chapter activities. Kudos are in order for this
way to keep in touch with your alumni!

ingenius
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Alpha Tau Chapter
Stevens Institute of

Technology

So far this year, we have accomplished many
things. We started off with a relatively successful
rush. After

having

house,

concluded the formal rush with

we

sports night.

two formal rush events at our

Included in the activities

cards and darts. This

night

an

were

pool,

turned out to be

of the most successful rush

nights

all

one

on

campus.
When formal rush came to a close, we ended up
pledging five men to the seven points. What we
lack in quantity with this pledge class, we made
up for in quality.
One of our main

goals this semester is to finish
on top in sports points. We advanced into the
finals of Bombardment, and we are preparing to
do the same in volleyball and basketball. One of
the other goals we have for the semester is to
increase our community service efforts.
Consequently, we will be holding our annual

Thanksgiving food drive for the homeless, as well
as raising money from the soda fund to give to
charity.
As far

as

the condition for

our

urban domicile
'

goes, we are continuing to work to keep the
condition of the house very attractive and one of
the nicer homes at Stevens. Consequently, we
have

put

in

amount of time and money

great
into fixing the roof, as
a

so that we no longer get
sitting on the inside. One other project
that we hope to start very soon is to upgrade the
third floor. We hope to see all of you soon and
you are always welcome to come and visit us in

wet while

Hoboken.
Beta Theta

Chapter

Rutgers University
beginning the fall semester, many brothers
set their sights on retaining the Chapter
Excellence Award. Only four chapters on Rutgers
After

campus received this award last year and it is
one of our goals to retain this award for yet
another year. We also received several other
awards this past year: Excellence in Membership
Recruitment, Excellence in Public Relations,
Excellence in Educational

Programming,
Campus Involvement, and Brother
Steve Marcinek '89 won the Outstanding Greek
Excellence in

Award.
To maintain these awards

we are

continuing

in the progress that was made last year. For
example, we held a Date Rape Awareness
that

workshop
The event

was

open to the entire campus.
very informative and well received

was

by everyone.
something interesting
pledge program. We find selected
inspirational readings like "The Bridge Builder,"
gather all of the brothers together, who are
dressed in black, and read these to the pledges
by candlelight, similar to the event that was
shown in the movie Dead Poets Society. This
event has been very popular and educational
We have also done

in

our

for all.
We would also like to take this time and
congratulate Brother Howard Kidd '54, on

receiving

'

the Delta Beta Xi Award. Brother Kidd

has been very active in this

chapter immediately

following graduation.
greatly appreciated.

All his time and effort

are

Delta Lambda

Chapter
Stockton State College

ri^ports

of Delaware campus. We are
enthusiastic about our future and our next

University

project
acquisition of some form of housing
suitable for fraternity life. Fundraising has been a
vital part of this and we are continuing our efforts
in this area. Recently the chapter held a very
will be the

We

are working very hard at Delta Lambda
Chapter and are very excited about the next few
months. The chapter had an excellent fall rush
and pledged a great group of men to the seven
points.
We are proud to be the first group given the
opportunity to "Adopt-a-Highway" for Atlantic
County. Our stretch of highway borders the
Stockton State College Campus and we have
been working very hard to keep it looking great.
The chapter recently participated in alcohol
awareness week activities and supplied a
wrecked car that was placed in sight of all to
remind them of the hazards of drinking and
driving.
As the spring approaches we have numerous
events planned and look forward to once again
competing in the Greek Week activities. If you are
in the area please stop in to G-Court and visit the
chapter!

successful

car

wash.

Special thanks to all those who have been so
helpful to us in our continuing efforts to reach
chartered status. While it has been a long and
hard process, it has truly served To Better
The Man!"

Province X

Delta Mu

Chapter
William Paterson

College

The brotherhood of Delta Mu

excited about the

anniversary.

Chapter

approach of

We have made

our

some

is very

fifth

great strides in

the past five years and are looking forward to
many more! A gala event has been planned in
lieu of

our

usual December Black and White. The

Black & White will be held instead in the

spring

this year Look for details in the near future.
Last year we initiated our 100th member and

will be

initiating

17 more this term to

bring

our

total number of initiates up to 123 total initiates.
We are looking forward to another strong rush

this

spring

that

we

and have set

feel is

performance

easily

a

goal

attainable

of 14 men,

given

a

goal

our

in the fall.

Province X
iota

Chapter
Cornell University
At

Rockledge this year, nothing but good news
abounds. After rush had taken place last year, we
found ourselves being the second most preferred
fraternity at Cornell. We believe this to be a
compliment not only to ourselves but to Alpha
Sigma Phi nationally. Currently, there are 45
fraternities at Cornell.

To date the

chapter has logged more than 100
man hours of community service. Events
included our annual work with Big Brothers/Big
Sisters of Bergen/Passaic County, visits to an
area nursing home and working at a Paterson
soup kitchen. Our fundraising event for the fall
semester is a Donkey Basketball game with
proceeds to support the Student Government
Association Toys for the Needy Program.
Homecoming yielded a phenomenal turnout
from our alumni. A luncheon was held and plans
are in the works to develop an alumni board
for the chapter. The alumni seemed very
enthusiastic and a mailing is planned, so stay
tuned for further developments.
Delta PI

our

long

1 991

.

awaited

The event

Group
chartering

was

is

proud

on

to announce

December 14,

held at the

Wilmington

Radisson Hotel at six o'clock. We have worked
very hard toward this gala event and were
pleased to welcome all who attended.
Current efforts of the

went

chapter have been
fulfilling the requirements of
receiving full recognition on the

through

reflected

something

new

this year We held

on

certain aspects of the ritual and
meaning, that we would find

the

answers to most of our problems. We also had
few alumni in attendance and their assistance

a

greatly appreciated.
are also proud of our academic record. We
currently have a chapter GPA of 3.1 with the
university GPA being a 2.89. Hopefully, we can
improve in this area as well, as we hope to get
some assistance from our alumni into
setting up
was

We

an

awards program.

Beta lota

Tufts

Chapter
University of Delaware
The Phi lota Interest

We also did

retreat away from the house where the main
focus was on the ritual. We thought that if we
a

Chapter

University

For us, the men of Beta lota, the fall term has been
of preparation. This fall we have set our sights

one

outstanding rush in the spring. We
goal for ourselves of obtaining 1 2
quality men. Right now we have planned for
on

having

have set

an

a

several events to draw many young men who
interested in Greek life to give us a look.

are

directed toward

chartering

and

(please

lurn to page

24)
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Chapter Reports
Chapter Reports
One of the
was

year,
us a

Looking ahead

Irom page 23)

(continued

that

things

this

accomplished

we

both houses. This

to have the administration bestow upon

first-class

rating. Only

three other fraternities

at Tufts were selected to meet the criteria for this

Also this semester, we held our annual Sig
Bust. This year it was held on Homecoming. The
event was kicked off with a tailgate party before

rating.

efforts of

fraternity
we

can

effective

an

we hope to fill
only happen through the
rush by the entire

into the future,

Fraternity.

the Tufts/Amherst game, of which Tufts came. out
victorious. Many distinguished alumni were able
to return and everyone had an

Finally,

held

we

a

enjoyable

on

quite a
success as the men from Beta lota fought
relentlessly to defeat our opponents. We are very
proud of our accomplishments this year and even
more excited about the direction we are heading.
Chapter
Hartwick College

Greetings to everyone from the men of Beta Xi
Chapter. The fall semester is over and everyone
is ready to begin the spring term with a bang.
Rush is one of our top priorities at Beta Xi this
spring as we hope to continue our strong growth
This past year we have set the standard at
Beta Xi by holding catered parties. The parties

planned by

were

our

carding

a

are

also

member from

our

lead.

extremely proud to have had a
Beta Xi Chapter receive the AS*

National Scholar of the Year award for two

the way around.
Beginning in 1 993, the city of Oneonta will
have the right to vote on our existence at 71

Spruce

Street. So

relations

as

concerns

you
is to

can see, one

keep

our

of

our

community

optimum.

Chapter
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

spring approaches, we at Beta Psi have
accomplished many things. Many of our
accomplishments have come from the
refurbishment of
construction

our

and

we now

the

success

was

also

of

our

rush. We

completed

changed

on

that

some

of

themes this year One of the themes that
many of the rushees enjoyed as well as the

our

spelunking expedition just

was a

of

Albany. Many

in

cars

to find a

24

south

brothers and rushees loaded up
cave and began what has now

tradition.

Gamma

greatly

our

houses'

alcohol and

as many social activities. We welcome and
encourage all Alpha Sigs to attend any of these
events. Hope to see all of you soon in Chariotte,

Epsilon Colony

decent response from these letters as we
pushed the Greek system as a whole, rather then

Alpha Sigma

Phi. We also realize that the main

rush has to

rely on follow-up and
personal contact. Hopefully by taking this
approach, we will be able to meet our goal of
having 25 men pledged to the colony by
our

February.
We also held

a

successful

homecoming event
tailgate

our

other

homecoming

accomplishments

this

past

year has been acquiring a house. The house is,
located just a few blocks from campus and is
us a

place

to call home for our

brotherhood. We look fonward to

Sigma

Phi

Delta XI

Chapter

State

as a

chapter

very

joining Alpha

soon.

University of

New York at Plattsburgh
This year many great things have happened to
up here in "The Great White North." The Alpha

us

Sig football team has done the best in the entire
history of our chapter, under the leadership of
Brother Derek Averell '90.
Also this year, we launched
rush

a

"no holds bar"

campaign. Over 45 men turned out to
what makes Alpha Sigma Phi the premier

see

Coiony

University of New York at Binghamton
Greetings to everyone from Phi Theta Colony.
We hope everyone has had an outstanding
State

as we are sure

everyone else is

great year in the "Old Gal," so are we.
One of our main accomplishments was acquiring
an apartment that acts as our fraternity house.
The place holds fifteen members with a large
common area consisting of a large screen TV
and a pool table. The facility has enabled us to
host quite a few parties with other Greeks from
Binghamton.
One event that went over extremely well was
our

a

Annual Halloween Bash. This is

is put

an event

that

by the pledges as part of their pledge
program. They did an exceptionally fine job, right
down to the printing of invitations.
While coming to a close of another semester,
we are getting geared up for winter rush. This
year we took three outstanding pledges and we
hope to get 1 5 more in the spring. We cunently
have planned many events for the winter njsh,
including many informal events such as dinners
and just going out with the guys type stuff. See
you

and alumni were able to attend

watched Buffalo win the

giving

Phi Theta

having

University of New York at Buffalo
At the beginning of this year, we were put to the
task of placing together a rush plan by the entire
brotherhood. Part of the plan consisted of
acquiring a mailing list from the university for all
eligible males who could rush. From this, we
disseminated 1600 letters. We are hoping to get

focus of

North Carolina.

semester. Just

State

One of

two houses. Last year,

have very up to date facilities.
Some of our other accomplishments deal with

a

money that

bathrooms.

as we

was

Construction

t>ecome

or

assisted in the refurtDishment of

contest.

begun on the main bathroom in
fhe main house. Consequently, the contractor has
moved out and the project is completed. The next
project was to fix the lower bathroom in the

brothers,

contributions of time

undergraduates

As

annex.

Brother Kaiser stated "all three made valuable

this year. The event started off with a
party before the football game. Many

Beta Psi

are: an

well

Sig Salute! David Kaiser, R.P.I. '75, President
of the Beta Psi Chapter Alumni Corporation
salutes chapter alumni brothers "Neil" Murphy,
R.P.I. '66, Jeff Wright, R.P.I. '78, and Co-Grand
Chapter Advisor Paul Stockert, R.P.I. '80

a

consecutive years. Consequently, it is one of our
chapter's goals to win it again this year. Along
with that, we hope to improve our academics all

other main

AZO

caterer The caterer was in

at the door and

Hartwick will follow
We

semester. Some of those

drug abuse prevention program, building a new
playground for the children of Project Head Start,
moving the city museum to a new location, as

social chairman who

charge of
making sure that each
individual was buying beer only for themselves.
The new procedures have been very successful
and we are hoping that other fraternities at
contacted

of

was

enjoyed by all. All brothers and alumni are
looking forward to next year's pig roast.
Many activities are planned for us this spring

was

Beta Xi

held this year,

the "2nd Annual

Brother Mark Sortman '88 and the feast

time.

wilderness survival game

the 17th of November The event

we

Pig Roast," Many alumni
returned to Plattsburgh for the college
homecoming weekend and were treated
hopefully to one of the best welcomes in the
history of Delta Xi. The 135 pound pig was
roasted in our front yard under the supervision

was

to once again share the brotherhood that we
expenence through being a member in Alpha

America's Premier

Plattsburgh's campus. Consequeritly,
outstanding pledges.

One of the best events that

brotherhood. We also hope that we can get
together with the other chapters in our province

Sigma Phi,

on

took nine

on

soon

in the next issue of The Tomahawk.

D

ALPHA SIGMA PHI NEWS
AUNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA
William

Boyle '40, Panama City, FL, is retired.
He is the recipient of the Outstanding Senior
Citizen Award, presented by the Jaycees in Bay

County.

Stears in Los

July,

he married Tess

Angeles.

BALDWIN-WALLACE COLLEGE
H. Avellone

'28, Cleveland, OH, is

a

retired educator and former member of both

legislature, where he was
champion of civil rights. He is now

houses of the Ohio
as a

Sipes '61, Tucson, AZ, has been
president of the Society of Toxicology, the
world's largest professional and scientific
organization devoted to toxicology. He also is
editor of Toxicology and Applied Pharmacology
and is professor and head of the Department of
Pharmacology and Toxicology at the University of
Dr. I. Glenn

Andrew Schwarz '86, New Orieans, LA, had
four Alpha Sigs in his wedding Nov. 16.

known

Colorado at Denver. Last

UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI

THE AMERICAN UNIVERSITY

Joseph

Jeff White '86, Calabasas, CA, has earned a
degree in humanities at the University of

master's

elected

HARTWICK COLLEGE

Reginald J. Birks '68, Yardley, PA, has been
promoted to field service manager for the New
Jersey territory of the American Red Cross. He
will oversee operations of STlRed Cross
chapters.
Jose A. Uribe '82, Quito, Ecuador, has started
a new

company, Proexfrut, that exports
fruits and vegetables to the U.S. and

dehydrated
Europe.

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS

Greg

Allard '85,

Philadelphia, PA,
degree at

Inc. to pursue an M.B.A.
Graduate School.

Arizona.

has left Pfizer

Wharton

active with the Pathfinders of America Inc.,

CONCORD COLLEGE

serving as executive secretary.
Timothy A. Beck '72, Dallas, TX, has been
promoted to vice president of geology for CKB &
Associates, a general partner for OKC Ltd.
Partnership, an independent oil and gas
production company.

John W. Bone '76, Richmond, VA, is now
manager of internal audit for Owens & Minor Inc.

surgery at NYU Medical Center and Bellevue

James W. Burks '54, Paris, KY, is assistant
superintendent of the Bourbon County Schools.
John Foley '86, Chicago, IL, is associated with
Huff & Gaines. He plans to be married in late

BETHANY COLLEGE

Hospital.

summer, 1992.

Cutlip '37, Corpus Christi, TX, has
retired from a 40-year career as a psychologist
and president of William Woods College. He

H.

several boards, '1rom Missouri to

Mexico."

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
Paul Stankavich '65, Erie, PA, is now
president/general manager of WQLN in Erie.

CORNELL UNIVERSITY
Dr. Alejandro Badia '82, New York, NY, has
begun his third year of training in orthopedic

Lloyd Campbell '56, Burbank, CA,

retired last

year after 30 years with the Lockheed Corp.
Walter S. Hertzog Jr. '26, Laguna Hills, CA, is
retired from his job as assistant to the academic
vice president for planning at California State
of five who

College. In the eariy '30's, he was one
organized the Metropolitan Water District

of

Southern California.
James- Holt '26, is retired and writes, "At 84,

only news is that I'm still hanging in there,
batting that stubborn white ball three times a
week on my nearby courses."

on

the attributes of farmland

William N. Melzer

DAVIS & ELKINS COLLEGE
Michael G. Dakes '56, Woodbridge, VA, hosted
at his home a mini-reunion of Gamma Delta
Brothers from the '50s. Attending were Ken J.
Andersen '57, South New Berlin, NY; Bob D.
Back '56, Sparta, NJ; Steven R. Cablk '58,
Fairfax, VA; Rolf T. Hammer '56, New Milford,

CT; Joe R. Ruddle '56, Annapolis, MD;

and G.

Vandenbergh '56, Cambridge, MD.
Dr. Richard L. DeLisser '61, Sunnyvale, CA,
is associated with Allergan Humphrey. He would
like for Brothers visiting northern California to
Dave

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA-LOS ANGELES

investors

as an

investment.

Dr. Randall

serves on

Joseph Bourn '59, Lisle, IL, for 11 years
providing information and education to

has been

call.

Diegman '81, Georgeville, SC, is
studying for a master's degree in fashion design
at South Carolina College. He married Kim
Scott

Richardson in November.

"looking fonward

'41, Savannah, GA, is
spring

to the 50th reunion in the

of '92."

John R. Mueller '38, Wilmette, IL, is retired,
consulting work for Butler Paper Co. He

but does

spends the

summers in

Sarasota.

Scott Plummer '87, Chicago, IL, is an
information management consultant for AM&G

Accounting.

Schrumpf '85, San Antonio, TX,
promoted to his present rank in the Air Force
recently. He received a degree in meteorology
from Texas A & M University and married 1st LL
1st Lt. Brad

was

Alison Davis in October.

Craig Talsma '84, Glen Ellyn, IL, is the
superintendent of business and finance for
Bolingbrook

the

Park District.
(please

turn to page

26)

the

Thomas Ruckles '48, Pasadena, CA,
celebrated his 31 years as a Volkswagen dealer
in Pasadena last July He sees Brother Dick

We're done!

Undergraduate

and alumni brothers at Gamma

Lambda

Chapter are all smiles
after painting the doors and
trim inside the chapter house.

Kosbab '47, 'quite often, especially during UCLA
football season."
C. Mark Reed '66, Hickory, NC, is a new
member of the U.S. Sen/ice Corps of Retired

Executives. He also is active in the Knights of
Columbus and the Exchange Club of North
America.

F. Paul Russell Jr. '55, Inglewood, CA,
a newsletter for a desert riding group.
He is interested in talking to Brothers who are

produces

interested in desert

flagman

at a

riding
vintage auto

or

working

as a

race.
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Dr. Bill N.

Lawrence,

Missouri

Valley '65, is very
supportive ol his chapter.
Brother Lawrence is pastor of
First Presbyterian Church in
Martins Ferry. OH.

Alumni News & Notes
Barton

College

degree in 1990
Seminary.

alumni and

guests enjoy each other's
company at Homecoming
November 2.

from the

Pittsburgh Theological

NEW JERSEY INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

George Apfel '43, Ramsey, NJ, retired last June
principal project manager at American
Cyanamid Co,

as

Ken Delen '82, Lawrenceville, GA, is a field
engineer for the Atlanta Sales Office of the

sales

Automatic Switch Co.

Mark Pietanza '86, Boca Raton, FL, is now in
a commercial kitchen hood company.

sales for

He invites Brothers to stop
south Florida.

by

when

they're

in

Walter P. Sarnowski '30, Lakehurst, NJ, is a
engineer for the U.S.

retired architect and marine

Navy.
NORTHERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

Berney '81 New York, NY, has
completed residency training in internal medicine
at the University of Alabama, Birmingham and
has begun a fellowship in rheumatology at the
Dr. Seth

John T. Trutter '39, Evanston, IL, is the latest
recipient of the Jane Addams Medal, presented
the Hull House Association in

by

Douglas

LEHIGH UNIVERSITY

(continued Irom page 25)

Chicago.

A

,

former officer of Illinois Bell, he heads a company
which bears his name. He has co-authored two

NYU Medical Center. He reports that Brother
Gregory A. Ledger, M.D., '82, Rochester, MN,

books and is active

has

civic

as a

volunteer for several

begun a fellowship
Mayo Clinic.

organizations.

ILLINOIS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
Michel A. Coccia '42,
retired from the bench

Upper Peninsula, Ml,
as a justice of the

in

endocrinology

Appellate Court of Illinois.
Stephen Evanoff '77, Fort Worth, TX, has
been promoted to manager of environmental
resources management at General Dynamics.
Dr. William Felten '80, Chicago, IL, has
completed residency training in internal medicine
and is now specializing in cardiology at Loyola

employee

THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY

Charles C. Huber '42, Bourbonnais, IL, has
been honored with a Citizenship Award in

recognition of his long record of service to
community organizations. He is retired from
Armstrong Corp.

at The

LOCK HAVEN UNIVERSITY
has

Cravens '70, West Bend, WI, has been

named manager of training and
development at Serigraph.

Tony Driebelbies '87, Frederick, MD, teaches
high school English to special education students
and coaches cross-country. He plans to get
married in June.

fhe

OHIO WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY
Herbert M. Hartshorn

been elected to

'31, Columbus, OH, has

'

one-year term on the board of
directors of J.P. Sand and Gravel Co.
a

PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY

MARSHALL UNIVERSITY
Kurt T. Taube

'82, Columbia, MD, has a new job
as a testing specialist at Loral Western
Development Labs in Hanover. His first child, a

Tom

Bonney '84, Glenshaw, PA, will
May '93.
Richard Brigger '51 Auburn, WA,

be

wori<ing

in London until

INDIANA UNIVERSITY

UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI

is executive
,
director of the Auburn Youth Resources. He was
voted an outstanding civic leader by local press.
Donald P. Colvin '70, Erie, PA. spent a year in

Thomas

Capt. Jeffrey Colpitts '84, Wurtsmlth AFB, Ml,
was promoted to his present rank on the
day he
flew back from Operation Desert Storm to the

company He is
address in Erie.

daughter,

University, Chicago.

(Tom) Brown '75, Indianapolis, IN, has
left the public accounting field to be assistant vice
president of financial reporting and analysis at
Anacomp Inc., a Fortune 500 company. He is
president of the Indiana Alpha Sig Building Corp.
and is overseeing the construction of a new
house

on

campus.

IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY
Paul Hamilton '82, Macomb, IL, married Lynette
Beal last May. Brother David Bunco was his
groomsman.
Eric Heiberg '60, Holland, Ml, is a senior
staffing specialist for technical/scientific positions
at Herman Miller Inc.

Mark Pritchard '80, Milan, Italy, invites
Brothers visiting Italy to call him for a tour. His
address is: Via G.B. Niccolini 29, 20154, Milan,
a

new

Smith '84, Fort Lauderdale, FL, has
been promoted to an associate at the firm of E.D.

Doug

Stone Jr. and Associates

U.S. He flies

May.

UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI
Logan Monsees '29, Enid, OK,
The

his tenure

as

was

more

featured in

that covered rural
than 20,000 readers. He is 86.

news

was recognized at the
Top 10
Banquet. The company has 104 stores

doctor of

Robert S. Eichenlaub '50, New Castle, PA, is
retired after 35 years with Harris Seed Co. in
Rochester, NY. He is a full-time owner/manager
a

golf

course.

consulting engineering firm. He
appointed commissioner of the Air
Transportation Authority of York County.
Herman Fogel '39, Wilmington, DE, is retired
from du Pont. "From the Sept. newsletter, sounds
like Alpha Sigma Phi is a lot more than a beer
drinking club," he writes.
a

also has been

in

The Rev. Dr. Bill N. Lawrence '65, Martins
is pastor of First Presbyterian Church
a

VA.

Associates,

Ferry, OH,

He received

family's

Theodore Elicker '66, York, PA, has been
elected vice president of St. Onge Ruff &

22 states.

Ferry.

oil

his

'68, Burke, Va, is a mid-Atlantic
regional manager for Crossville Ceramics.
Don Eckrod '83, Ariington, VA, is a sales
manager for Networkland. He plans to get
married in February.

of

Diamonds. He
Awards

an

living temporarily at

Eric Dietrich

a

twice-monthly publication
for

Ariington,

local newspaper, and told about
publisher of the Pictorial Mall, a

Neighbor,

Dhahran, Saudi Arabia working for

Joseph Corey '69, Washington, DC, has
opened another Faccia Luna Pizzeria in

B52G in the Air Force.

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
Jeff Connell '82, Troy, Ml, and his wife are the
parents of a new daughter, born last March.

of Martins

26

a

born last

MISSOURI VALLEY COLLEGE
Ken Edwards '71, Kearney, MO, has been
honored as the #5 salesperson for
Helzberg

Italy
Jeff Rodman '74, Pierre, SD, is the father of
son, born last May.

was

ministry

Alumni News & Notes
Richard Matacia '53, Cypress, CA, is a chief
controls engineer for the Ralph M.

RADFORD UNIVERSITY

project

Parsons Co. in Pasadena.
Dexter Morse

budget

'87, Roselle Park, NJ, is

coordinator in the

a

accounting department

at SCOR Reinsurance Co.

chapter

advisor for the Nu

Chapter
'80, Hixson, TN, has been
promoted to production superintendent of
Kayser-Roth's sheer hosiery facility.
George Rotsch '83, Wilmington, DE, has been
promoted to senior marketing communications
representative at the du Pont Co.
Douglas A. Snyder '80, Lititz, PA, is
was a

Corp. His

second child

PURDUE UNIVERSITY

Peter

(Buck)
Granite

more

than 11 years and is
celebrated

Capital

is

David E.

a

operations at Agrico Cogeneration Corp. He
recently met with Brothers William Fairchild
Kentfield, CA, and Stanley P. Lewis '51

STEVENS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

degree

school within

parents of

a

year. He and his wife

are

John A.

Dryzga '82, Jersey City, NJ, has
job as research analyst for Time Warner
Publishing in New York City.

the

a new son.

Toney, AL, plans

to

'88 to visit Richard Madura '86 in New Orleans.

Siegwalt
'51

Frederick
in

Milam '84,

'43, Seattle, WA, reports
Apt.

a

WAGNER COLLEGE

,

(Rick) Betts '84, Roswell, GA, has
graduate school to pursue a master's
education. He plans to teach middle

Dorr St.

Bowling

home address: 14330 12th Ave. NE,
210M, Seattle 98125.

Anaheim, CA.

returned to

(Milo)

new

Albert B. Chaddock '51, Fresno, CA, has
promoted to vice president of plant

PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE

owns

visit Brother Jonathan Benoit '86, Memphis, TN,
soon. He also plans a trip with David Berman

been

Springfield.

OH, is

He

TULANE UNIVERSITY

a

is

Medical Center in

Stamping.

Green.

Donald A. McMillan

Bellows-Blakely '70, Topeka, KS,
psychiatrist for Menninger

staff

Baystate

of Reichert

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON

David

resident in internal medicine at

Stonington, CT,
City Printing Center, which has

Cafe in Toledo and Tuxedo Junction in

STANFORD UNIVERSITY

Dr. Justo L. Gonzalez-Trapaga '85, West
Springfield, MA, has graduated from the
University of Puerto Rico School of Medicine and
now a

now a

Austin '68, N.

been open since 1984.
Robert F. Reichert '64, Toledo,

president

John Dant III '82, Louisville, KY, has been

promoted
compensation
Holding Corp. He has two sons.

is

lot."

a

owns

"enjoying every minute." He recently
50th wedding anniversary.
manager at

road

Frederick Brofazi '51, Hillsdale, NJ, retired eariy
from the CIBA-GEIGY Corp. after 31 years to

has been retired

daughter.

to

Monaghan '82, Cincinnati, OH,

RUTGERS UNIVERSITY

begin a second career with the Schering-Plough
Corp., where he is vice president of corporate
quality assurance.
H. Girvin Cuthbert '37, Cedar Grove, NJ, is
retired from Suburban Propane Gas Corp. and
now is "playing up a storm' on drums" with three
bands that play oldies.
James E. Dean '37, Hilton Head Island, SC,

James Packer

associated with the UGI

David

sales manager for Time & Attendance products.
His national sales territory keeps him "on the

TRI-STATE UNIVERSITY

Kevin Mszanowski '79, San Jose, CA,
the National Leadership

enjoyed attending

Conference. He is

UNIVERSITY OF TOLEDO

Kyle Remppies '85, Midlothian, VA, has earned
a second bachelor's degree, in secondary
education, from Virginia Commonwealth
University and now teaches German and physics
at Bedford County Public Schools.

a new

900 Race

O. Palleske '28, Denver, CO, lives at
St., Denver 80206. He edits an

,

environmental newsletter, Voice of the
Earth.

Living

WAKE FOREST UNIVERSITY

J.

Tyler Cox '75, Winston-Salem, NC, has been
promoted to senior communications specialist in
Public Affairs at American Express Travel
Related Services Co., Inc. in Greensboro.
Jeffrey Gott '86, St. Leonard, MD, has
received

Annual
I

am

'proud'

to donate to the 1991-92 Annual

$25
Honor Roll

.

$2,500
Pinnacle Club

Founders Club

$1 ,000

$250

Pinnacle Club

Fund

Loyalty Fund

$146
.$500
Anniversary Club Charter Member

$50
Phoenix Club

_

Loyalty

Other

Grand Senior Presidents Club

manufacturer/supplier
market. He will live in

EXPIRATION DATE

of $

to the power generation
Newport Beach, CA, with
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the 60th

G. Pollard '26, Portsmouth, NH, attended
anniversary at Yale, where he saw

Brother Jack Elton '26, Port Washington, NY. He
has begun his 52nd year on the National Ski
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Patrol.

Chapter.

Name

Larry Schroeder '26, Coral Gables, FL, is
practicing law for 57 years in Miami.

retired after

Address

He attended the 60th reunion of his Yale class in

Phone
Send your tax-deductible gift to: The Alpha
P.O. Box 838, Delaware, OH 43015-0838.

a

his wife and three children.

Jan.

payment(s)

WESTMINSTER COLLEGE
Eric Graven '75, Lansdale, PA, is now
marketing manager for Enertech, a

Check is enclosed
Bill to

VISA CARD #:
MASTERCARD #:

Charge

a bachelor's degree in paralegal studies
University of Maryland. He plans to
move to Atlanta in January, 1992.
J. Taylor Ryan '59, Wayne, NJ, has been
promoted by IBM to consulting marketing
representative for two international
pharmaceutical companies. He has two children
in college in North Carolina.
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The Tomahawk. Amenca's oldest Fratemity publication, is published four times per year for alt Alpha Sigs
including the 36 Brothers pictured here who attended ttie Gamma Gamma re(�nt
Homecoming event sporisored in Mansfield. Connecticut, October 19. Even though inactive as an undergraduate chapter, the Gamma Gamma Brothers of the University of Connecticut enjoyed
their first Alpha Sig event in years. Interested in rekindling the Alpha Sig Spirit? Contact your national Headquarters for details!
�
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National Advisory Committees formed
plan. See page 2.

as

part of strategic

The true heroes of Alpha Sigma Phi. See pages 5-8 for
a directory of alumni volunteers, and page 9 for positions
that need to be filled.

employment opportunity available? See page
10, Alpha Sig Connections, for the man for the job!
Chapters report on service, successes, and fun, pages
an

12-24.
in our next issue
Class of 1991.

Coming
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Delta Beta Xi

Alpha Sigma Phi. PO Box 838, Delaware, Ohio 4301 5
Address corrections: Please help us keep our addresses up to
longer in college and not at this
address, please advise, Please tell us about any spelling en-ors or
other mistakes When moving, nolity headquarters as (ar in advance
as possible.

date. It the man named on label is

From The Tomahawk archives, page 4.

Have

Winter 1992
publication of Alpha Sigma Phi
The Tomahawk is published four times per year by Alpha Sigma Phi.
Second class postage rates are pending at Delaware. OH 43015
and additional post ottices
Postmaster: Change ot address fomi No 3579 should be sent to

recipients.

